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The Jewish Federation of the East Bay is pleased to present the findings of the 2011 East Bay
Jewish Community Study. The study, conducted by Anna Greenberg, Senior Vice
President/Principal of Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research of Washington, D.C, first began in
December 2009 with the facilitation of six focus groups that laid the foundation for the format
that ultimately became the East Bay Jewish Community Study in 2011.
This study had three main objectives:
1) Offer an estimate of the Jewish population of the East Bay (including Alameda, Contra
Costa, Solano, and Napa Counties)
2) Assess Jewish communal involvement and interests in the East Bay
3) Provide actionable information for our community agencies, synagogues, and
organizations to strategically plan for the changing needs of the East Bay
Planning for the future growth of the Jewish East Bay is at the heart of this demographic study.
We were happy and pleasantly surprised to learn of the growth in size and diversity of the East
Bay Jewish community since the last demographic study conducted over 25 years ago–
approximately 175,000 Jews or household members living in Jewish households comprise our
community. This population suggests that the four county area of the East Bay is among the
largest Jewish communities in the country. The diversity of our community continues to be one
of our unique characteristics. Whether affiliated with the organized community or not, our
members possess a strong personal sense of their own Jewishness.
For having the vision to embark on this study, we extend special thanks to those who were
involved with the initiation of the project and those who are currently implementing the results:
Terry Friedkin, past president of the Jewish Federation of the East Bay, and Joe Hurwich, past
president of The Jewish Community Foundation of the East Bay during whose terms the study’s
process began; Claudia Felson, and Joseph Felson, respective current presidents of the Jewish
Federation and The Jewish Community Foundation of the East Bay, who are working hard to
see the results of this study lead to action.
Selecting a research firm to facilitate the study was a critical first step – We are grateful for the
excellent work of Anna Greenberg and her staff at Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research. In
addition, we wish to thank the directors, rabbis, and presidents of the many agencies,
synagogues, and organizations who contributed their suggestions and input during the
development stages of this project, and to the lay leadership and professional staff of the
Federation/Foundation who have managed this study. Finally, thank you to those who
“answered the call” and provided the data contained in this report.
Together we are stronger,

Stephen D. Goldman
East Bay Community Study Chair and
Vice President, Planning & Strategic Initiatives
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Executive Summary
The Jewish Community of the East Bay is imbued with a rich array of institutional resources and
diverse offerings unique to the Bay Area. Jewish residents see the community as warm and
welcoming and do not feel they lack for opportunities to participate in spiritual life, educational
programs or cultural activities and events. Few find the geographic dispersion an obstacle to
involvement and while most express concerns about the cost of participation in Jewish life,
many find ways to afford a formal education for their children if they desire it.
The issue facing the Jewish community of the East Bay is not a paucity of resources, but rather
a diverse Jewish population that is balancing connections to multiple communities and
integrating multiple identities - including religious and ethnic identities - into their lives. The
reality for the Jewish community is that the majority of its Jewish residents do not come from
"traditional" Jewish backgrounds that include the predictable rhythms of Jewish life ranging from
formal education to synagogue membership. Many of the Jewish households in the community
– and the issue will be more acute as new generations emerge – are not steeped in the
vernacular, rituals, and customs of Judaism. Moreover, many Jewish residents who are not
currently affiliated do not want to be part of the traditional institutions in the Jewish community.
While this situation poses a real challenge to the Jewish community, it also presents an
opportunity. There are Jewish residents both inside and outside the organized community who
want something different; they are looking for experiences that allow them to integrate Jewish
values, culture, and traditions into their lives, but in a different manner than the generations that
came before them. The approach is not "build it and they will come," but rather beginning to
meet Jewish residents where they are, understanding the role they want Judaism to play in their
lives, and determining if the community can meet that need.
More specifically, there is an opportunity for the Jewish Community of the East Bay to provide
value to its members and to the Jewish population at large. Many Jewish residents, who have
both formal and informal connections to Judaism and the community, want an experience
focused on values, culture, and history, and events that provide social interaction with other
Jews, but is not too ―Jewish‖ in nature and activity and programming that is more affordable.
Above all, social action and social justice are important priorities that drive interest and
involvement in the Jewish community, even among the least affiliated.
Outreach will also require careful consideration of targets of opportunities. Many Jewish
communities focus on interfaith families, unaffiliated Jews, or younger Jews. No doubt, all these
groups are central to the future of the Jewish community and will be part of any plan to revitalize
and rebuild community. But it is equally important to note that the Jewish residents most
interested in becoming more involved already have a strong emotional connection to being
Jewish and even some level of affiliation. In short, it is important not to ignore the community’s
own members and supporters who want to be part of this larger project.
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Key Findings
Population and Demographic Characteristics of Jewish Community
•

There are 176,816 individuals living in Jewish households in the East Bay, which
includes 100,723 Jewish individuals and 76,093 non-Jewish individuals living in Jewish
households. There are 75,083 Jewish individuals over the age of 18 and 25,639 under
the age of 18.

•

The Jewish population is older than the overall population. The average age of a Jewish
resident is 49.8 years.1

•

Over half of Jewish residents are married or in a partnership and 31 percent have
children under the age of 18 years. Almost half of Jewish parents have children ages 6
to 10, and 41 percent have children younger than five.

•

On average, Jewish households contain two adults; in the general East Bay population,
the average household contains approximately three adults. Most Jewish children under
the age of 18 live with their parents or guardians.

•

Overall, 9 percent identify as LGBTQ, with 14 percent refusing to answer the question.

•

Jewish residents are well educated — 76 percent have a college degree or higher; 38
percent have graduate degrees.

•

Over half of Jewish residents earn more than $100,000 per year.

•

The Jewish population is not especially diverse when compared with the East Bay
community overall, with 76 percent identifying as white and 6 percent identifying as
Jewish; just 13 percent identify with another race or ethnic group. In the East Bay
community overall, 13 percent identify as African American, 32 percent identify as Asian
or Pacific Islander, and 31 percent identify as Hispanic or Latino.2

•

Jewish residents — like the overall population — are concentrated in the Western part of
the East Bay. Regionally, most Jews live in the Oakland-Berkeley Corridor (38 percent),
Western Contra Costa (12 percent) and Central Contra Costa (11 percent).

•

The population is fairly stable: 59 percent say they have lived more than 20 years or
their whole lives in the Bay area. There is more mobility within the East Bay, with nearly
40 percent living at their current residence for five years or less.

Defining the Jewish Population in the East Bay
•

Many Jewish residents in the East Bay do not initially identify with Judaism. Only 49
percent initially identify as Jewish, while another 23 percent do not identify with any
religion.

•

Only 54 percent of residents of the East Bay have two Jewish parents, 29 percent have
one Jewish parent, and 17 percent have no Jewish parents. Among the 18 percent who
call themselves Christian (Protestant, Catholic, or other Christian), 47 percent have only
one Jewish parent.

•

More than half of married Jewish residents are in interfaith relationships (61 percent), a
number that rises to 73 percent among younger residents. Non-Jewish spouses are not
particularly religious — 36 percent do not identify with a religious faith at all.

1

Age was weighted using 2010 US Census Data. The rise of cell phone usage, as well mobility and other issues,
means that the study likely underrepresents younger Jews in the East Bay.
2
2010 US Census Data. ―2010 Census Race Breakdowns for Alameda County, Contra Costa County, Napa County
and Solano County‖ Accessed June 1, 2011. http://factfinder2.census.gov/main.html.
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•

A plurality (33 percent) identifies with the Reform tradition, but almost as many do not
identify with a Jewish sect or denomination at all (29 percent). Many fewer call
themselves Conservative (15 percent) or Orthodox (3 percent).

•

Reform Jews and those who do not identify with a sect or denomination are the most
likely to be intermarried; these groups also often have spouses who are not religious.
Demographically, Jews in interfaith families do not look particularly different from samefaith families, except that they are younger.

Jewish Identity and Practice in the East Bay
•

Jewish residents demonstrate a strong sense of Jewish identity and belonging — 72
percent say that being Jewish is very or somewhat important to them personally; 66
percent strongly or somewhat agree that they have a strong sense of belonging to the
Jewish people.

•

Jewish identity is defined more by values, culture, and holidays than by observance of
rituals or religious laws. Helping people in need (77 percent very important) is deemed
the most important aspect of being Jewish, while following Jewish law (e.g., keeping
Kosher) is at the bottom of the list (6 percent very important).

•

While many think it is important for their kids to have a formal Jewish education (39
percent very important), having a Jewish family is a lower priority. For example,
marrying someone Jewish is among the lowest of priorities for Jewish residents (13
percent very important).

•

Celebration of holidays at home (e.g., Passover and Chanukah) is far more common —
half say they light Chanukah candles or have a Passover Seder always or usually —
than formal membership or religious observance (16 percent always or usually light
candles on Friday and 15 percent keep kosher).

•

Jewish residents are more likely participate in informal home based activities such as
celebrating the holidays than formal activity such as attending religious services or
informal activities such as volunteering or attending a Chavurah.

•

Just 20 percent think that spending time with other Jews is very important to being
Jewish.

Involvement in the East Bay Jewish Community
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•

Few are formally involved in Jewish life; 15 percent describe their involvement in Jewish
life as a lot, while 66 percent say they are involved only a little or not at all.

•

The most involved residents are married to a Jewish spouse (70 percent) and have a
partner that always participates in Jewish life with them (58 percent). Almost threequarters are providing their children with a formal Jewish education.

•

Synagogue and organizational membership are the most common forms of participation
– 21 percent of East Bay Jews are dues paying members of a synagogue and 23
percent belong to a Jewish organization3. Actual attendance, however, is low, with 9
percent attending once a week or more; 67 percent say they hardly ever or never attend
religious services.

•

Involvement is driven, to some degree, by children. Jewish residents with bar or bat
mitzvah-age children are particularly likely to belong to a synagogue and to be providing
a formal Jewish education.

Synagogue membership is often over reported because it is a socially desirable behavior.
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•

Synagogue membership is higher among better educated and more affluent Jewish
residents. Membership is also higher in the Western region of the East Bay

•

A small number of Jewish residents – approximately 10 percent – volunteer, participate
in informal gatherings around spiritual life, and attend Jewish themed events monthly or
more.

•

Jewish residents who are providing their children with a Jewish education are much
more likely to report volunteering in the community; residents who attend events are also
very likely to belong to a synagogue; and residents who attend spiritual events such as a
Chavurah are more likely to identify with the Conservative and Jewish renewal
movements.

Charity in the Jewish Community
•

Jewish residents give generously — 80 percent have given to a non-Jewish cause in the
last five years. Fewer give to specifically Jewish causes.

•

Residents are more likely to donate in general support of Jewish organizations than to
donate either to Israel or to the Jewish Federation (national or East Bay).

•

Donations are more likely to come from more affluent and older residents, as well as
people involved in other ways in the Jewish community (e.g., belong to a synagogue).

•

Federation donors have a strong connection to the community; they both feel a strong
sense of belonging and say they are very involved in the Jewish community. They tend
to be older and longer term residents of the area.

•

Most Federation donors give to other Jewish and non-Jewish causes, but there is less
reciprocity. In other words, donors to other causes are less likely to give to the
Federation.

Feelings about the Jewish Community in the East Bay
•

Few residents express dissatisfaction with the organized Jewish community
(approximately 20 percent). A majority (66 percent) say they are comfortable attending
events put on by the East Jewish community, and most (73 percent) say they are not
uncomfortable because they are unfamiliar with faith and tradition.

•

A majority of people in interfaith partnerships say that they feel comfortable bringing nonJewish partners to events, and a majority of parents say that the community offers good
opportunities for their children. A plurality say the community welcomes LGBTQ people,
however, a significant number of residents are uncertain about how welcoming the
organized Jewish community is of the LGBTQ community.

•

Fifty-six percent of LGBTQ Jews say the community is welcoming to them, though
another forty-one percent do not know. Only 3 percent disagree.

•

The bigger challenge for Jewish institutions is that many Jewish residents are simply
uninterested in pursuing a Jewish life or Jewish education for their children.

•

Cost is an issue for some; however, there is no difference in the involvement level
among residents who cite cost issues versus those who do not. Cost is a higher
concern among residents with children.

Family Life and the Jewish Community
•

Family life drives a great deal of Jewish involvement, particularly for parents of bar and
bat mitzvah-age children. Parents of younger children are more likely to say they are
involved in Jewish life, to belong to a synagogue, and to volunteer.
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•

Most parents who want to give their children a Jewish education say they are already
doing so. There are a significant number of parents, particularly those in interfaith
families, who do not want to provide their children with a Jewish education.

•

While some express concerns about cost, cost does not seem to inhibit participation for
a majority of parents who want to provide formal Jewish education. Not surprisingly,
lower income parents have a harder time affording a Jewish education for their children.

•

Most agree that the activities provided for younger children are sufficient.

Israel and the East Bay
•

Israel is a somewhat lower priority for Jewish residents of the East Bay than other
aspects of Jewish life. Four in ten say that standing up for the state of Israel is a very
important part of being Jewish. Nineteen percent say that traveling to Israel is very
important to being Jewish.

•

Most say they follow the news about Israel regularly (70 percent weekly or monthly).

•

Making Israel a priority is largely important to the affiliated Jewish world, not the
unaffiliated Jewish world.

•

Jewish residents are more likely to give charitable donations to provide general support
for the Jewish community (35 percent) than to causes related to Israel (28 percent).

Reaching Out to Different Communities in the East Bay
•

Few desire more involvement, but those that do tend to already be somewhat affiliated
and more strongly identified with the Jewish community. Some have belonged to a
synagogue in the past, but few belong now.

•

This group is distinctive; people who want to be more involved are more recent
residents, female, younger, unmarried. They are less likely to have children and more
likely to prefer non-Jewish events with Jews.

•

Broadly targeting young people alone does not necessarily make sense. If they have
children then they are affiliated; without children, it is difficult to identify groups of
younger residents that want to be more involved.

•

Marginally affiliated Jews – or ―Jew-ish‖ Jews - are an important target of opportunity for
the East Bay Jewish community. This group is strongly identified and has participated in
Jewish life in the past; nearly half used to belong to a synagogue. They are most likely
to be Baby Boomers and empty nesters.

•

Interfaith families and unaffiliated Jews pose a real challenge for outreach because they
do not come from overly Jewish backgrounds; there is a high degree of disengagement
in Jewish life among people from and in interfaith relationships.

5
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Population Estimates
The following are the population estimates for both households and individual Jews in the East
Bay. These estimates are derived from this demographic study of Jews in the East Bay, as well
as a sample of all adults ages 18 and up in the East Bay.4
The full dataset of Jews and non-Jews was used in developing these estimates. The data for
respondents’ ages, religion, number of adults in the household, and number of children in the
household were imputed to account for break offs and non-responses, and the overall
population was weighted to match census data for the geographic area on age. The self-report
of being Jewish or part of a Jewish household from the survey interviews was then extrapolated
to allow for an estimate of the numbers of individuals Jews and Jewish households in the East
Bay.
At an individual level, the survey estimates the overall Jewish population in the East Bay to be
176,816, which includes Jewish individuals and non-Jews living in Jewish households.

Figure 1: Population Estimates of Jews in the East Bay by County (Individuals)
General Population

Number of
Individuals
(Weighted
Survey
Results)

Alameda County
Northwest
Alameda County
Southeast
Contra Costa County
West
Contra Costa County East
Napa County
Solano County
Total

4

Jewish Population

Number of
Jewish
Number of Individuals and
Individuals
Non-Jews in
(Census
Jewish
Data)
Households
(Weighted
Survey Results)

479,758

479,279

62,301

1,049,297

1,048,249

35,595

249,001

248,752

11,376

810,835
137,507
419,890
3,146,289

810,025
137,370
419,471
3,143,146

44,271
11,197
12,076
176,816

% Incidence
of Jewish
Individuals
and NonJews in
Jewish
Households
13%
3%
5%
5%
8%
3%
6%

These data have a margin of error of +/- 20,433 when estimating total number of Jews in the East Bay.
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Among the smaller geographic areas defined by the Federation, the population of Jewish
individuals breaks down as follows:
Figure 2: Population Estimates of Jews in the East Bay by Federation Regions
(Individuals)
General Population
Jewish Population
Number of Jewish
Individuals and Non% Incidence of
Number of
Jews in Jewish
Jewish Individuals
Individuals
Households
and Non-Jews in
(Weighted
(Weighted
Jewish
Survey Results)
Survey Results)
Households
Oakland-Berkeley
Corridor
Hayward Area
Tri-Valley Tri-Cities
LAMORINDA
Central Contra Costa
680 Corridor
Western Contra Costa
Eastern Contra Costa
Napa County
Solano County
Total

570,859
279,742
678,455
61,809
333,330
122,186
249,001
293,510
137,507
419,890
3,146,289

64,220
9,955
23,720
5,013
22,207
6,379
11,376
10,672
11,197
12,076
176,816

11%
4%
3%
8%
7%
5%
5%
4%
8%
3%
6%

The number of Jewish households in the East Bay is estimated to be 51,382 households, or 5.1
percent of households in the defined area.

Figure 3: Population Estimates of Jews in the East Bay by County (Households)
General Population

Jewish Population
Number of
Number of
Jewish
Households
Number of
Households
% Incidence
(Weighted
Households
(Weighted
of Jewish
Survey Results) (Census Data) Survey Results) Households
Alameda County
Northwest
Alameda County
Southeast
Contra Costa County
West
Contra Costa County East
Napa County
Solano County
Total

168,698

196,921

19,210

11.4%

321,905

347,514

9,777

3.0%

79,074
258,919
47,104
133,969
1,009,669

86,588
292,995
49,560
138,942
1,112,220

3,653
12,691
2,459
3,591
51,382

4.6%
4.9%
5.2%
2.7%
5.1%
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Among the smaller geographic areas, the population of Jewish households breaks down as
follows:

Figure 4: Population Estimates of Jews in the East Bay by Federation Regions
(Households)
General Population
Jewish Population
Number of
Number of Jewish
Households
Households
% Incidence of
(Weighted
(Weighted
Jewish
Survey Results)
Survey Results)
Households
Oakland-Berkeley
Corridor
198,561
19,744
9.9%
Hayward Area
88,475
2,728
3.1%
Tri-Valley Tri-Cities 203,566
6,516
3.2%
LAMORINDA
18,800
1,435
7.6%
Central Contra
Costa
116,545
6,721
5.8%
680 Corridor
36,231
1,655
4.6%
Western Contra
Costa
79,074
3,653
4.6%
Eastern Contra
Costa
87,342
2,880
3.3%
Napa County
133,969
2,459
5.2%
Solano County
47,104
3,591
2.7%
Total
1,009,669
51,382
5.1%
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Additional Estimates
In addition to the overall individual and household estimates, we calculated the estimated
number of Jews under the age of 18, the estimated number of Jews ages 18 and older, the
estimated number of non-Jews living in Jewish households, and the estimated number of Jews
living in non-Jewish households.

Figure 5: Estimated Number of Jews Under Age 18 (Individual)

Oakland-Berkeley
Corridor
Hayward Area
Tri-Valley Tri-Cities
LAMORINDA
Central Contra Costa
680 Corridor
Western Contra Costa
Eastern Contra Costa
Napa County
Solano County
Total

Number of Jewish Individuals
and non-Jews in Jewish
Households Under Age 18

% Incidence
of Jewish Individuals and
non-Jews in Jewish
Households
Under Age 18

17,426

10%

2,715
9,343
1,798
8,415
1,643
2,568
3,071
1,902
2,877
51,759

3%
4%
7%
8%
3%
3%
3%
5%
2%
5%

Figure 6: Estimated Number of Jews Age 18 and Over (Individual)

46,795

% Incidence of Jewish
Individuals and non-Jews in
Jewish Households Age 18
and Over
12%

7,240
14,377
3,215
13,792
4,736
8,809
7,601
9,295
9,199
125,057

4%
3%
9%
6%
6%
5%
4%
10%
3%
6%

Number of Jewish Individuals
and non-Jews in Jewish
Households Age 18 and Over
Oakland-Berkeley
Corridor
Hayward Area
Tri-Valley Tri-Cities
LAMORINDA
Central Contra Costa
680 Corridor
Western Contra Costa
Eastern Contra Costa
Napa County
Solano County
Total
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Figure 7: Estimated Number of Non-Jews Living in Jewish Households (Individual)
Number of
Non-Jewish Individuals in Jewish
Households
Oakland-Berkeley
Corridor
Hayward Area
Tri-Valley Tri-Cities
LAMORINDA
Central Contra Costa
680 Corridor
Western Contra Costa
Eastern Contra Costa
Napa County
Solano County
Total

% Incidence of
Non-Jewish Individuals
in Jewish Households

20,713

3.6%

4,606
13,525
1,849
9,111
1,986
5,200
5,424
6,607
7,071
76,093

1.6%
2.0%
3.0%
2.7%
1.6%
2.1%
1.8%
4.8%
1.7%
2.4%

Figure 8: Estimated Number of Jews Living in Non-Jewish Households (Individual)
Number of Jewish Individuals in
% Incidence of Jewish
Non-Jewish
Individuals in Non-Jewish
Households
Households
Oakland-Berkeley
Corridor
Hayward Area
Tri-Valley Tri-Cities
LAMORINDA
Central Contra Costa
680 Corridor
Western Contra Costa
Eastern Contra Costa
Napa County
Solano County
Total

12,535

2.2%

1,381
4,367
1,400
5,350
231
2,101
1,622
1,860
2,370
33,218

0.5%
0.6%
2.3%
1.6%
0.2%
0.8%
0.6%
1.4%
0.6%
1.1%
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Demographic Characteristics of the
Jewish Population in the East Bay
The Jewish population of the East Bay is different from the general population of the East Bay
on many dimensions including age, household size, race and ethnicity, education, and income
level. On the whole, the Jewish population is older, has fewer children, is better educated and
more affluent, and is not particularly racially diverse. The population is concentrated on the
Western side of the East Bay.
Specifically:
•

The Jewish population is older than the overall population. The average age of a Jewish
resident is 49.8 years.5

•

Over half of Jewish residents are married or in a partnership and 31 percent have
children under the age of 18 years. Almost half of Jewish parents have children ages 6
to 10, and 41 percent have children younger than five.

•

On average, Jewish households contain two adults; in the general East Bay population,
the average household contains just about three adults. Most Jewish children under the
age of 18 live with their parents or guardians.

•

Overall, 9 percent identify as LGBTQ, with 14 percent refusing to answer the question.

•

Jewish residents are well educated — 76 percent have a college degree or higher; 38
percent have graduate degrees.

•

Over half of Jewish residents earn more than $100,000 per year.

•

The Jewish population is not especially diverse when compared with the East Bay
community overall, with 76 percent identifying as white and 6 percent identifying as
Jewish; just 13 percent identify with another race or ethnic group. In the East Bay
community overall, 13 percent identify as African American, 32 percent identify as Asian
or Pacific Islander, and 31 percent identify as Hispanic or Latino.6

•

Jewish residents — like the overall population — are concentrated in the Western part of
the East Bay. Regionally, most Jews live in the Oakland-Berkeley Corridor (38 percent),
Western Contra Costa (12 percent) and Central Contra Costa (11 percent).

•

The population is fairly stable: 59 percent say they have lived more than 20 years or
their whole lives in the Bay area. There is more mobility within the East Bay, with nearly
40 percent living at their current residence for five years or less.

Age
The Jewish population is older than the general population of the East Bay. The average age of
a Jewish resident is 49.8 years. Nearly three-quarters of Jewish residents are adults over the
age of 18, while 26 percent are under the age of 18. In the East Bay overall, census figures
show that 76 percent are adults over age 18 and 26 percent are under the age of 19.7
5

Age was weighted using 2010 US Census data. The rise of cell phone usage, as well mobility and other issues,
means that the study likely underrepresents younger Jews in the East Bay.
6
2010 US Census Data. ―2010 Census Race Breakdowns for Alameda County, Contra Costa County, Napa County
and Solano County‖ Accessed June 1, 2011. http://factfinder2.census.gov/main.html.
7
Note that census age breaks contain some overlap between 18 year olds and 19 year olds. 2010 US Census Data.
―2010 Census Age Breakdowns for Alameda County, Contra Costa County, Napa County and Solano County‖
Accessed June 1, 2011. http://factfinder2.census.gov/main.html.
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Figure 9: Age

Age
18-29
30-39
40-49
50-64
65+

East Bay Age
(2010 US Census Data)*

Total East Bay Jews (GQR
Survey Data) 8

18
19
20
19
23

11
14
23
35
14

*US Census data uses slightly different age breakdowns: 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60+

Marital Status and Children
A majority of East Bay Jewish residents are married (59 percent) or have a partner (5 percent).
Fewer are single (26 percent) or divorced (6 percent). By comparison, just over half of East Bay
residents overall are married and 35 percent are divorced.9 Nine percent of East Bay Jews
identify as LGBTQ, but 14 percent refuse to identify their sexual orientation suggesting that the
LGBTQ population may be larger. Notably, almost two-thirds of the LGBTQ residents in the
East Bay Jewish community are women; specifically, 40 percent are women younger than 50,
though the LGBTQ sample size is quite small (n = 58).

Figure 10: Martial Status and Sexual Orientation

Marital
Married
Civil union or domestic partnership
Living with a partner
Committed relationship but not living together
Single
Separated/Divorced/Widowed
Sexual Orientation
Gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer or
other
Heterosexual or ―straight‖
Prefer not to say

Total East Bay (2009
US Census Data)10

Total East Bay
Jews (GQR
Survey Data)

52
35
19

55
3
7
3
26
6

-

9
78
14

8

Age was weighted to reflect 2010 Census proportions.
2010 US Census Data. ―2010 Census Marital Breakdowns for Alameda County, Contra Costa County, Napa County
and Solano County‖ Accessed June 1, 2011. http://factfinder2.census.gov/main.html.
10
Census data does not specify civil union, living with someone or committed relationship.
2009 US Census Data. ―2009 Census Marital Breakdowns for Alameda County, Contra Costa County, Napa County
and Solano County‖ Accessed June 1, 2011. http://factfinder2.census.gov/main.html.
9
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The average household size in the East Bay is approximately 2.74 residents.11 Jewish
households are smaller, including, on average, two adults over the age of 18. Fewer include
three or more occupants (14 percent). Almost one-third of residents have children under the
age of 18 years that they are legally responsible for; the vast majority (92 percent) of these
children live with their parents or guardians. Forty-one percent of parents have children age five
or younger, 49 percent have children who are between the ages of 6 and 10, 38 percent have
kids between the ages of 11 and 15, and 18 percent have children between the ages of 16 and
18.

Figure 11: Children
Total East Bay Jews (GQR Survey Data)
Number of Children
No, none
Yes, 1
Yes, 2
Yes, 3
Yes, 4
Yes, 5
Yes, more than 5

69
11
14
4
1
1
0

Children’s Ages
0 to 5
6 to 10
11 to 15
16 to 18

41
49
38
18

A little more than one quarter of Jewish residents have children over the age of 18 that they
were legally responsible for. A small (28 percent) but significant number of these adult children
are living with their parents. Few residents care for individuals with special needs – 3 percent
have a child with special needs, 5 percent take care of an adult with disabilities and 6 percent
care for an elderly relative.

11

2009 US Census Data. ―2009 Census Household Numbers for Alameda County, Contra Costa County, Napa
County and Solano County‖ Accessed June 1, 2011. http://factfinder2.census.gov/main.html.
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Education and Income Level
The Jewish community is very well educated, with 75 percent holding a college or graduate
degree. In contrast, the 2009 Census shows that 20 percent of East Bay residents overall have
a college degree, and only 12 percent have a graduate or other professional degree.12 Fully 24
percent of East Bay Jews have a master’s degree, 8 percent a doctorate, and 4 percent a
medical or law degree.

Figure 12: Education
Education
High school or less
Some college
College grad
Graduate school
Don’t Know/ Refused

Total East Bay (2009 US
Census Data)13

Total East Bay Jews (GQR
Survey Data)

30
25
20
12
-

8
14
39
37
2

While a significant number of respondents refused to answer the question (20 percent), Jewish
residents of the East Bay are high income earners. Overall, after imputation to account for
refusal, more than half of Jewish residents earn more than $100,000 in total family income.
However, almost one-third (31 percent) earn less than $75,000 per year, with 10 percent
earning between $25,000 and $50,000. Nationally, the median family income is $79,634.14
While the differences are small, the highest income residents are found in LAMORINDA and the
680 Corridor.

Figure 13: Income
Total East Bay (2008 US Total East Bay Jews (GQR
Census Data)15
Survey Data)

Income
Less than $25,000
$25,000 to $50,000
$50,000 to $75,000
$75,000 to $100,000
$100,000 to $150,000
$150,000 to $300,000
$300,000 or more

11
12
16
14
20
10
11

9
12
10
13
20
29
6

*Census data uses slightly different income breakdowns: $150,000 to $200,000 and $200,000 or more
12

2009 US Census Data. ―2009 Census Education Breakdowns for Alameda County, Contra Costa County, Napa
County and Solano County‖ Accessed June 1, 2011. http://factfinder2.census.gov/main.html.
13
2009 US Census Data. ―2009 Census Education Breakdowns for Alameda County, Contra Costa County, Napa
County and Solano County‖ Accessed June 1, 2011. http://factfinder2.census.gov/main.html.
14
2008 US Census Data. ―2008 Census National Income Breakdowns‖ Accessed June 1, 2011.
http://www.census.gov/compendia/statab/cats/income_expenditures_poverty_wealth.html.
15
2008 US Census Data. ―2008 Census Income Breakdowns for Alameda County, Contra Costa County, Napa
County and Solano County‖ Accessed June 1, 2011. http://factfinder2.census.gov/main.html.
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Figure 14: Income by Region
Last year, that is in 2010, what was your total family income from all sources before taxes?*
Less than $75,000

$75,000 to $150,000

$150,000 or more

60

50
40

34 35 32 33 35
31
29

47

46

43

20

32

31

30

28

39

36

35

26 27

30 30

20

20

0
Total

OaklandBerekley
Corridor

Hayward/ Tri- LAMORINDA/ Central Contra Western
Cities/ Tri- 680 Corridor/
Costa
Contra Costa
Valley
Eastern
Contra Costa

Napa

Solano

*Data was imputed for this question to account for refusals

Almost half of Jewish residents (47 percent) work full-time, while 6 percent work part-time. Very
few residents overall are students (3 percent) or homemakers (5 percent); among residents
under the age of 40, 12 percent are students. Moms (18 percent) are more likely than dads (2
percent) to be stay-at-home parents. No doubt this study underreports the number of college
students because of mobility, cell phone portability, and the fact that they often live in dwellings
where they are hard to reach (e.g., dorms, fraternities, apartments with roommates).

Figure 15: Employment
Total East Bay Jews (GQR Survey Data)
Employment
Currently employed: full time
Currently employed: part time
Unemployed or temporarily out of
work
Not in the market: retired
Not in the market: student
Not in the market: homemaker
None/Don’t Know/Refused

47
9
12
17
3
5
6
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Race and Ethnicity
The vast majority of East Bay Jews identify as white (76 percent) or Jewish (6 percent). Fewer
respondents identify as African American, Hispanic, or Asian American/Pacific Islander (6
percent). Younger Jewish residents are less likely to identify as white and more likely to identify
as nonwhite than older Jews. Unsurprisingly, the East Bay community overall is much more
diverse: according to the 2010 Census numbers, 13 percent identify as African American, 32
percent identify as Asian or Pacific Islander, and 31 percent identify as Hispanic or Latino.16

Figure 16: Race
Race

Total East Bay (2010 US
Census Data)17

Total East Bay Jews
(GQR Survey Data)

51
11
24
20
2
-

76
4
1
1
7
6

-

5

White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Other
Jewish
Don’t
Know/Refused

Figure 17: Race by Age
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2009 US Census Data. ―2009 Census Employment Breakdowns for Alameda County, Contra Costa County, Napa
County and Solano County‖ Accessed June 1, 2011. http://factfinder2.census.gov/main.html.
17
2009 US Census Data. ―2009 Census Race Breakdowns for Alameda County, Contra Costa County, Napa County
and Solano County‖ Accessed June 1, 2011. http://factfinder2.census.gov/main.html.
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Geography and Mobility
A plurality of East Bay Jewish residents live in the population centers of the Oakland-Berkeley
Corridor.
Figure 18: Region
Total East Bay Jews (GQR Survey Data)
Region
Oakland- Berkeley Corridor
Hayward Area
Tri-Cities/ Tri-Valley
LAMORINDA
680 Corridor
Eastern Contra Costa
Central Contra Costa
Western Contra Costa
Solano County
Napa County

38
4
9
3
3
4
11
12
9
8

Figure 19: Estimated Percent Jewish by Zip Code
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The East Bay Jewish community is fairly stable. Overall, 59 percent say that they have lived in
the Bay area for their whole lives or for more than 20 years. However, there is a great deal of
mobility within the East Bay. On average, East Bay Jews have lived in their current homes for
only 11.8 years, and only 18 percent of Jews have lived in the same residence for more than 20
years. Unsurprisingly, residents under age 50 have shorter tenures in their homes than
residents over age 50.

Figure 20: Mobility
Approximately how long have you lived in your current
residence?

How long have you lived in the Bay Area?

60

60

48

40

40

38

20

20

20

18
11

11

10

11

6

3

0

21

0

Less than 1 1 to 4 years 5 to 9 years 10 to 20
year
years

0 to 5 years 6 to 10 years 11 to 15 years 16 to 20 years 21 years or
more

More than All my life/
20 years was born
here

Figure 21: Length of Time in Residence by Age
How long have you lived in your current residence?

Mean

80

0 to 5 years

6 to 10 years

16 to 20 years

More than 20 years

6.9

11 to 15 years

16.6

70
60

54

50
40
30

32
24

22
17

20
10

8

5

13

15

6

0

Under 50

Over 50
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Residents of the Oakland-Berkeley Corridor and the Western Contra Costa region are the most
likely to be long-term Bay area residents. People who live in Solano County, the OaklandBerkeley Corridor, and Central Contra Costa are most likely to be new to the Bay area

Figure 22: Length of Time in Bay Area by Region
How long have you lived in the Bay Area?
Less than 5 years

5 to 9 years

10 to 20 years

More than 20 years

Born here

60

53

52
50

46

45

44

45

40
40
30

26
19

17

20

11
10

24
13

9

10

16
11 12 12

10 10
6

22

17

13

9
6

24

6

14

13

11

9

6 6

0
OaklandBerkeley
Corridor

Tri-Cities/
Hayward

LAMORINDA/ Central Contra Western Contra
680 Corridor/
Costa
Costa
Eastern Contra
Costa

Solano

Napa
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Within the East Bay, the highest levels of mobility are in Napa County; nearly half (46 percent)
of Napa County residents have lived in their current home for less than five years, while just 16
percent have lived in their current residence more than 15 years. Other areas with high levels
of mobility include Western Contra Costa County (42 percent have lived in their current
residence less than 5 years) and the Tri-Cities/Hayward area (40 percent have lived in their
current residence less than five years).

Figure 23: Years at Current Residence by Region
Approximately how long have you lived in your current residence?
0 to 5 years

6 to 10 years

11 to 15 years

16 to 20 years

21 years or more

60
50
40

46
42

40

38

38
29

30
23

20

24

18

18

7

27

24

13

10

29 28

27

18

17

17

15

12

16 16
10

8
5

16

15

14

11

11
8
5

3

0
OaklandBerkeley
Corridor

Tri-Cities/
Hayward

LAMORINDA/ Central Contra Western Contra
680 Corridor/
Costa
Costa
Eastern Contra
Costa

Solano

Napa
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Most residents, even those under age 50, plan to stay in the same house or neighborhood for at
least the next three years, but Jewish residents between the ages of 18 and 39 are the most
likely to say they are going to move either to a different neighborhood or another part of the Bay
area in the next three years.

Figure 24: Location Living in Three Years by Age
Where do you expect to be living in THREE years - your same residence or in the same neighborhood, a different
neighborhood in the same city, another city in the Bay Area, outside the Bay Area but still in California, in another state,
or in another country?
Same residence

A different neighborhood

Elsewhere in the East Bay

California, not East Bay

In another state

In another country

100

80

84

79

77

60

44
40

20

12

16
6 5 8

4 7 3 2 2

3 3 2 5 2

4 2 2 3 1

0

18-39

40-49

50-64

Over 65

23
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Defining the Jewish Population in the
East Bay
The Jewish population of the East Bay is not very ―Jewish.‖ In other words, only a bare majority
has two Jewish parents and a majority has non-Jewish partners. As a result, only half of the
Jewish residents initially identify as Jewish when asked their religion. Nearly 20 percent initially
identify as Christian, a plurality of whom had or has one Jewish parent. Most East Bay Jews
identify with the Reform tradition or no denomination or sect all; the absence of a
denominational preference is related to intermarriage; most Jews who do not identify with a
tradition are from interfaith families.
Specifically:
•

Many Jewish residents in the East Bay do not initially identify with Judaism. Only 49
percent initially identify as Jewish, while another 23 percent do not identify with any
religion.

•

Only 54 percent of residents of the East Bay have two Jewish parents, 29 percent have
one Jewish parent, and 17 have no Jewish parents. Among the 18 percent who call
themselves Christian (Protestant, Catholic, or other Christian), 47 percent have only one
Jewish parent.

•

More than half of married Jewish residents are in interfaith relationships (61 percent), a
number that rises to 73 percent among younger residents. Non-Jewish spouses are not
particularly religious; 36 percent do not identify with a religious faith at all.

•

A plurality (33 percent) identifies with the Reform tradition, but almost as many do not
identify with a Jewish sect or denomination at all (29 percent). Many fewer call
themselves Conservative (15 percent) or Orthodox (3 percent).

•

Reform Jews and those who do not identify with a sect are the most likely to be
intermarried; these groups also often have spouses who are not religious.
Demographically, Jews in interfaith families do not look particularly different from
intermarried families, except that they are younger.
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Jewish Identification
As a starting point, half of Jewish residents identify as Jewish. In other words, when asked at
the beginning of the survey to state their religion, 49 percent of Jewish residents initially call
themselves Jewish. A third — 31 percent — initially does not identify with a religion or does not
know their religion; a smaller number identify as Protestant, Catholic, another Christian faith (18
percent), or a non-Christian religion (3 percent). Respondents from all of these groups — the
―nones‖ and the Christians — identify as Jewish in some way when probed with further
questioning.

Figure 25: Initial Religious Identification
What is your religion?

49

Jewish

23

None/Agnostic/Atheist
Other Christian/Just
Christian

7
6

Catholic

5

Protestant

3

Other Non-Christian

8

Don't Know/Refused

0

10

20

30

40

50
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The vast majority of residents who initially identify as Jewish have two parents who are or were
Jewish (73 percent); only 16 percent come from interfaith families. In contrast, residents who do
not initially identify as Jewish are significantly more likely to have only one or no Jewish parents.
A third of Jewish residents who say they have no religion or are atheist only have one Jewish
parent (48 percent have two Jewish parents); a plurality of Jews who initially identify as
Christian have one Jewish parents (47 percent) while only 11 percent have two Jewish parents.
Figure 26: Religious Identification and Parent’s Religion
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Overall, a plurality of East Bay Jewish residents identify with the Reform tradition (33 percent).
Another 33 percent identify as atheist or agnostic, say they have no denomination (5 percent),
do not know their denomination (11 percent), or name something other than a Jewish
denomination (14 percent). Few (15 percent) identify as Conservative and only single digits ally
themselves with the Jewish Renewal (2 percent), Orthodox (3 percent), or Reconstructionist
traditions (4 percent). Ten percent identify as some other Jewish denomination, whether secular
(4 percent), cultural (3 percent), or another Jewish denomination (3 percent).

Figure 27: Distribution of Jewish Denominations and Sects

Referring
to Jewish religious denominations, do you consider yourself to be Reform, Conservative, Orthodox,
40
Reconstructionist, or something else?
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Nothing
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As we see nationally, 61 percent of married Jewish residents in the East Bay are in interfaith
marriages. Not surprisingly, the intermarriage rate is higher with Jews who identify with the
Reform tradition (55 percent) or no particular Jewish tradition (79 percent). Overall, 37 percent
of intermarried Jews do not identify with any particular Jewish denomination or sect. A plurality
of non-Jewish spouses simply has no religion (36 percent), while a smaller number identify as
Protestant (11 percent), Catholic (21 percent), or just Christian (14 percent).

Figure 28: Plurality of Interfaith Spouses are not Religious
What is your spouse or partner’s religion?

40

36
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21
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14
11
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None/ No Religion
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religion
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Jewish

Don't Know/
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* Asked only if Married or in a domestic partnership and has a non-Jewish spouse
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Demographically, intermarried Jewish residents do not look markedly different from the
community as a whole or the population of same-faith couples, except that they are younger.
More than half are younger than age 50, including 41 percent who are between the ages of 35
and 49 years. But, like the rest of the area’s Jewish population, they are well educated — 38
percent have an advanced degree — and 60 percent work full-time. Just over three-quarters
are white. Like the East Bay Jewish community overall, 9 percent of intermarried residents
identify as LGBTQ.

Figure 29: Demographic Characteristics of Same-faith and Interfaith Jews
Jewish Spouse

Non-Jewish Spouse

Education
HS or less
Some College
College Grad
Post Graduate

7
7
30
54

6
15
35
42

Age
18-29
30-39
40-49
50-64
65+

0
14
25
41
15

6
18
31
32
9

Kids
Yes
No

45
55

41
59

Income
Less than $75,000
$75,000 to $150,000
More than $150,000

20
36
44

23
37
40

Employment
Employed: Full time
Employed: Part time
Unemployed
Retired
Student
Homemaker

51
11
10
17
0
5

60
8
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10
1
6
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Jewish Identity and Practice in the
East Bay
In the East Bay, Jewish residents both have a strong sense of pride about being Jewish and a
sense of belonging. They are also deeply attached to the Jewish values of Tikkun Olam and
Tzedakah. At the same time, Judaism is enacted largely through celebration of the holidays at
home than observance of Jewish law, attending religious services or informal Jewish-themed
events or spiritual activity. In other words, Judaism is quite individualistic and family based for
many Jewish residents of the East Bay. Few think that spending time with other Jews is a very
important part of being Jewish.
Specifically:
•

Jewish residents demonstrate a strong sense of Jewish identity and belonging — 72
percent say that being Jewish is very or somewhat important to them personally; 66
percent strongly or somewhat agree that they have a strong sense of belonging to the
Jewish people.

•

Jewish identity is defined more by values, culture, and holidays than by observance of
rituals or religious laws. Helping people in need (77 percent very important) is deemed
the most important aspect of being Jewish, while following Jewish law (e.g., keeping
Kosher) is at the bottom of the list (6 percent very important).

•

While many think it is important for their kids to have a formal Jewish education (39
percent very important), having a Jewish family is a lower priority. For example,
marrying someone Jewish is among the lowest of priorities for Jewish residents (13
percent very important).

•

Celebration of holidays at home (e.g., Passover and Chanukah) is far more common —
half say they light Chanukah candles or have a Passover Seder always or usually —
than formal membership or religious observance (16 percent always or usually light
candles on Friday and 15 percent keep kosher).

•

Jewish residents are more likely participate in informal home based activity such as
celebrating the holidays than formal activity such as attending religious services or
informal activities such as volunteering or attending a Chavurah.

•

Just 20 percent think that spending time with other Jews is very important to being
Jewish.
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Jewish Identity
There is a strong sense of Jewish identity among East Bay Jewish residents. Overall, they have
a strong sense of belonging to the Jewish people (66 percent agree) and feel that being Jewish
is important to them personally (72 percent important).

Figure 30: Jews Find Religion Important and Feel They Belong to the Jewish People
How important is being Jewish to you personally - would you
say it is very important, somewhat important, not too important,
or not at all important?

Please tell me if you agree or disagree with the following
statement- I have a strong sense of belonging to the Jewish
people. Do you agree or disagree with that statement?

Not too important
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Somewhat disagree
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Consistent with observed patterns elsewhere in the country, residents in the East Bay place
Jewish values and culture over observance and faith. Jewish residents are significantly more
likely to say that values such as helping others in need (77 percent very important) and Tikkun
Olam (70 percent very important) are very important to being Jewish rather than observance of
Jewish law, such as keeping Kosher or observing the Sabbath (6 percent very important).
Learning about culture and history (58 percent very important), supporting the state of Israel,
and celebrating holidays (40 percent very important and 37 percent very important, respectively)
also take precedence over adhering to Jewish law.
Spending time with other Jews is not terribly important for East Bay Jewish residents. One-fifth
says that spending time with other Jews is a very important part of Judaism, fewer than the
percentage of people who say that celebrating Jewish art, music, and film is very important.

Figure 31: What Jews Think is Important
Now I'm going to read you a list of things that some people think are important to being Jewish. For each one, please tell
me how important to being Jewish each one is to you personally. (Ranked by percent who say Very Important)
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Having a Jewish family is not the highest priority to East Bay Jews, perhaps reflecting the high
intermarriage rate in the community. Only 13 percent think it is very important to marry
someone Jewish, 24 percent think is very important for their grandchildren to be raised Jewish,
and 39 percent believe it is very important for children to get some sort of Jewish education.
Among the interfaith, these numbers are even lower, with only 5 percent saying it is very
important to marry someone Jewish, 22 percent saying it is very important to provide kids with a
Jewish education, and only 9 percent saying it is very important to have Jewish grandchildren.

Figure 32: Jewish Identity by Intermarriage
Now I'm going to read you a list of things that some people think are important to being Jewish. For each one, please tell
me how important to being Jewish each one is to you personally. (Ranked by percent who say ‘Very Important’)
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Jewish Practice
The prioritization of culture and values over specific religious practices are reflected in the things
that East Bay Jews do — they are more likely to celebrate holidays generally observed at home
(42 percent always light Chanukah candles and 40 percent always participate in a Seder) than
perform regular rituals required by Jewish law (10 percent always light candles on Friday night).
In fact, Jewish residents are more likely to have a Christmas tree (29 percent always) than keep
Kosher (11 percent always).

Figure 33: Chanukah, Passover are Most Commonly Observed
I am going to read you a list of things that some people do. For each one, please tell how often you generally do it always, usually, sometimes, or never? (Ranked by percent who say ‘always’)
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Similarly, the practices of the interfaith reflect and respect the fact that there is more than one
religion in their homes. These couples are more likely to have a Christmas tree (59 percent
always or usually) than light Chanukah candles (46 percent always or usually) or have or attend
a Passover Seder (38 percent always or usually). Some interfaith couples observe the High
Holidays by staying home (19 percent always or usually) or attending services (16 percent
always or usually). Very few light Shabbat candles or keep kosher (6 percent each).

Figure 34: Jewish Practice Among the Interfaith

Jewish residents of the East Bay are significantly more likely to engage in the home-based and
episodic (e.g., holidays) aspects of Jewish life than the formal components. For instance, 17
percent of East Bay Jews attend synagogue monthly or more.18 Only 9 percent attend weekly
or more, compared to 36 percent of the general population who report attending services weekly
or more.19 Much of synagogue participation is driven by holidays such as Yom Kippur and Rosh
Hashanah. Very few regularly attend events sponsored by the East Bay Jewish community (13
percent at least monthly) or informal communal, spiritual activities like participating in a
Chavurah (9 percent at least monthly).
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Note that synagogue membership is often over reported because it is socially desirable.
Pew Research Center for the People and the Press, Religion and Politics. ―November 2010 Post Election Survey.‖
Updated November 4-7, 2010. http://people-press.org/files/legacy-questionnaires/675.pdf.
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Involvement in the East Bay Jewish
Community
Formal and informal involvement in Jewish life is infrequent for most East Bay Jews, which is
not surprising since they are more likely to celebrate Jewish life at home with their family than in
religious institutions. The most involved residents tend to be inmarried, have children, be more
affluent and educated and live in the Western region of the East Bay.
Specifically:
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•

Few are formally involved in Jewish life; 15 percent describe their involvement in Jewish
life as a lot, while 66 percent say they are involved only a little or not at all.

•

The most involved residents are married to a Jewish spouse (70 percent) and have a
partner that always participates in Jewish life with them (58 percent). Almost threequarters are providing their children with a formal Jewish education.

•

Synagogue and organizational membership are the most common forms of participation
– 21 percent of East Bay Jews are dues paying members of a synagogue and 23
percent belong to a Jewish organization20. Actual attendance, however, is low, with 9
percent attending once a week or more; 67 percent say they hardly ever or never attend
religious services.

•

Involvement is driven, to some degree, by children. Jewish residents with bar or bat
mitzvah-age children are particularly likely to belong to a synagogue and to be providing
a formal Jewish education.

•

Synagogue membership is higher among better educated and more affluent Jewish
residents. Membership is also higher in the Western region of the East Bay

•

A small number of Jewish residents – approximately 10 percent – volunteer, participate
in informal gatherings around spiritual life, and attend Jewish themed events monthly or
more.

•

Jewish residents who are providing their children with a Jewish education are much
more likely to report volunteering in the community; residents who attend events are also
very likely to belong to a synagogue; and residents who attend spiritual events such as a
Chavurah are more likely to identify with the Conservative and Jewish renewal
movements.

Synagogue membership is often over reported because it is a socially desirable behavior.
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General Involvement
More than 40 percent of East Bay Jews report that being Jewish is very important to them and
two-thirds of East Bay Jewish residents agree that they have a strong sense of belonging to the
Jewish people, including 45 percent who strongly agree. And yet, only 15 percent describe their
involvement as a lot and only 21 percent say they want to be more involved in the Jewish
community (6 percent much more involved).

Figure 35: Most Do Not Consider Themselves Involved
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Only 26 percent of those who have a strong sense of belonging to the Jewish people feel that
they are involved a lot in the Jewish community, demonstrating the disconnect between
belonging and participation.
Interfaith couples are much less affiliated with the Jewish community than couples in which both
partners are Jewish —81 percent report that they do not feel very involved in the East Bay
Jewish community, as compared with only 40 percent of same faith couples who say that they
feel the same way.
The most involved Jewish residents are more likely than the less involved to be married (62
percent, compared to 53 percent), have a Jewish spouse (70 percent, compared to 23 percent),
and have a partner that always participates in Jewish life with them (58 percent, compared to 14
percent). A full 72 percent of involved Jewish residents say they are providing their children
with a formal Jewish education. More than 80 percent of these highly involved residents are
dues paying members of a synagogue, and 42 percent attend services more than weekly.
Sixty-one percent also belong to other Jewish organizations, and a majority holds leadership
positions. They report frequently attending events in the East Bay Jewish community.
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Figure 36: Religious Activity of Very Involved Jews
Very Involved
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61
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44
28

Half (48 percent) of involved Jewish residents have given money to the Jewish Federation of the
East Bay, but they are more likely to have given to non-Jewish causes, to generally Jewish
organizations, or to Israel related causes.

Figure 37: Contributions of Very Involved Jews
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Synagogue and Organizational Membership
Overall, 21 percent of Jewish residents report being current, dues paying members of a
synagogue; another quarter report having belonged to a synagogue in the past. Membership, of
course, is not synonymous with participation. In fact, 25 percent of non-members report
attending services monthly or more and 24 percent always or usually attend services for the
High Holidays. In other words, there are residents attending synagogue who do not actually
belong or pay dues.

Figure 38: Synagogue Membership
Are you currently paying membership dues to a synagogue? (IF NO) Since becoming an adult, have you ever paid
membership dues to a synagogue?
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Synagogue membership and attendance are significantly higher among same-faith families than
interfaith families. For example, 47 percent of same-faith families currently belong to a
synagogue compared to just 10 percent of interfaith families. Similarly, 47 percent of Jewish
residents in interfaith marriages never attend synagogue, while only 10 percent of same-faith
married residents never attend synagogue. Intermarried residents whose non-Jewish spouses
participate in Jewish life with them are significantly more likely to belong to a synagogue and to
belong to other organizations — 52 percent are dues paying members and 45 percent belong to
other Jewish organizations. By comparison, 27 percent of those who report that their nonJewish spouse sometimes participates and 6 percent of those who report that their non-Jewish
spouse rarely or never participates in Jewish life are dues-paying members of a synagogue;
organization membership stands at 17 percent and 13 percent, respectively.

Figure 39: Jews in Interfaith Relationships Much Less Likely to be Dues Paying
Members
Are you currently paying membership dues to a synagogue? (IF NO) Since becoming an adult, have you ever paid
membership dues to a synagogue?
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Synagogue membership is higher among Jewish residents with children under the age of 18,
particularly if their children are older. This pattern may be related to bar or bat mitzvah
preparation. For example, 36 percent of Jewish residents with children between the ages of 11
and 15 years are dues paying members of a synagogue. On the other hand, younger Jews are
less likely overall to belong to a synagogue.

Figure 40: Jews with Children More Likely to be Dues Paying Members
Are you currently paying membership dues to a synagogue? (IF NO) Since becoming an adult, have you ever paid
membership dues to a synagogue?
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Synagogue membership is also related to resources. Better educated and more affluent Jewish
residents are more likely to belong to a synagogue; 24 percent of residents with a college
education are dues paying members of synagogues while only 10 percent of residents without a
college education belong. Thirteen percent of residents who earn less than $75,000 are dues
paying members of a synagogue compared to 22 percent among residents who earn $75,000 to
$150,000, and 26 percent among residents who earn over $150,000 per year.

Figure 41 and Figure 42: More Educated and Wealthy More Likely to be Dues
Paying Members
Are you currently paying membership dues to a synagogue? (IF NO) Since becoming an adult, have you ever paid
membership dues to a synagogue?
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The highest level of synagogue membership is concentrated in the LAMORINDA/680
Corridor/Eastern Contra Costa area (29 percent) and the Oakland/Berkeley corridor (25
percent).

Figure 43: Western Portion of East Bay More Likely to Belong
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Patterns of organizational affiliation are similar to synagogue membership. Same-faith couples
(39 percent) are more likely than interfaith couples (12 percent) to belong to an organization;
older Jews (31 percent over 64) are more likely than younger Jewish (approximately 20 percent
among Jews younger than 64 years) to be organizational members; college graduates (25
percent) are more likely to belong than Jewish residents without a college degree (18 percent);
and more affluent Jewish residents are more likely to be members than less affluent Jewish
residents. Regionally, organizational membership is lowest in Solano County (16 percent) and
Western Contra Costa (18 percent), but is relatively equal across the rest of the East Bay.

Figure 44: Regional Variation in Organizational Membership
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Residents who belong to a Jewish organization are much more likely to also be dues-paying
members of a synagogue than those who do not belong to any other Jewish organizations.
Nearly half (49 percent) of those residents who belong to other Jewish organizations pay dues
to a synagogue, while just 12 percent of those who do not participate in other Jewish
organizations are dues-paying synagogue members.

Figure 45: Some Overlap between Synagogue and Organizational Membership
Are you currently paying membership dues to a synagogue? (IF NO) Since becoming an adult, have you ever paid
membership dues to a synagogue?
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Unlike synagogue membership, organizational membership does not appear to be tied as closely
to family and children. Jewish residents with children under the age of 18 are no more likely than
Jewish residents without young children (25 percent, as compared to 22 percent) to belong to a
Jewish organization.

Figure 46: Parents No More Likely to Belong to Other Organizations than Non-Parents
Other than a synagogue, do you belong to or participate in any Jewish organizations?
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Unsurprisingly, synagogue members are more likely than organization members to identify with
a specific sect of Judaism — only 8 percent of temple members do not identify with a
denomination, compared to 23 percent of organization members who do not claim affiliation with
a particular tradition. Perhaps reflecting the financial burden of paying dues, synagogue
members are more likely to work full-time than organization members — 51 percent compared
to 40 percent — and are higher income earners.
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Informal Participation in Jewish Life
Synagogue membership is the most common form of involvement in the Jewish community.
There are, however, more informal ways that Jewish residents participate in Jewish life, such as
volunteering with local Jewish organizations, attending local Jewish themed events, and
participating in activities meeting spiritual needs, like a Chavurah.
Just over 12 percent volunteer regularly — either weekly or monthly — with a Jewish
organization or charity. This number seems relatively low given the high value that East Bay
Jews place on helping others in need (77 percent very important).

Figure 47: Informal Participation in Jewish Life
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Volunteerism peaks among those who are providing their children with a Jewish education: 36
percent report volunteering weekly or monthly, perhaps reflecting the service component that
often accompanies a formalized Jewish education. Volunteers are a bit younger than nonvolunteers and they are also higher income.
Regular volunteers are more likely to be synagogue and organizational members. Forty percent
are current, dues paying members of a synagogue, and 39 percent belong to other Jewish
organizations. Volunteerism, in part, is channeled through East Bay organizations rather than
occurring spontaneously or independently.

Figure 48: Demographic Characteristics of Volunteers
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Regionally, volunteers are distributed similarly to the East Bay Jewish population overall, with
the bulk of the population in the Oakland-Berkeley Corridor, though volunteers are more likely
than non-volunteers to live in the LAMORINDA/680 Corridor/Eastern Contra Costa region.

Figure 49: Volunteers Concentrated in Oakland-Berkeley and LAMORINDA / 680 /
Eastern Contra Costa
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Thirteen percent of Jewish residents report that they attend events weekly or monthly, and 26
percent report that they attend a few times a year. Unsurprisingly, those who attend Jewish
themed events are active members of the East Bay Jewish community. More than threequarters of regular event attendees are dues-paying members of a synagogue, and 48 percent
attend synagogue at least once a week; 67 percent also belong to other Jewish organizations
and a majority (60 percent) hold leadership positions within those organizations. Far and away,
most event attendees identify as Reform (44 percent, compared with 29 percent of those who
do not attend events), but other, less common, denominations are over-represented among
regular attendees, particularly Reconstructionist (10 percent) and Jewish Renewal (9 percent).
Figure 50: Demographic Characteristics of East Bay Jewish Event Attendees
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Those residents most likely to attend events regularly live in the Oakland-Berkeley Corridor (16
percent attend weekly or monthly) or in the LAMORINDA/680 Corridor/Eastern Contra Costa
region (15 percent attend weekly or monthly). Residents living in Solano County (7 percent
attend weekly or monthly) and Napa County (4 percent attend weekly or monthly) are least likely
to attend events regularly.

Figure 51: Region and Attendance at Jewish Themed Events, Activities, Meetings
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Almost three-quarters (71 percent) of residents who attend Jewish-themed events or activities
prefer events in the East Bay, significantly higher than their peers who do not attend events (29
percent), and much higher than East Bay Jews overall (41 percent). There is almost no
discomfort among regular event attendees with holding Jewish East Bay events in a synagogue
(91 percent).
Few East Bay Jewish residents attend informal spiritual events regularly, with only 9 percent
saying they attend such a gathering either weekly or monthly. Almost three-quarters of regular
attendees feel very involved in the Jewish community, significantly higher than non-attendees
and East Bay Jewish residents overall; 28 percent would like to be more involved. Those who
are more active in the local Jewish community, such as attending synagogue at least weekly,
are among those who attend these informal spiritual events.

Figure 52: Spiritual Event Attendees are More Likely to Desire More Involvement
For each of the following actions, please tell me how often you do each one - at least once a week, once or twice a
month, a couple times a year, hardly ever, or never? --Attend a Chavurah, or informal gathering for Jewish spiritual
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Spiritual event attendees are more than twice as likely as non-attendees to identify as
Conservative (30 percent), almost three times as likely to identify as Reconstructionist (8
percent), and four times as likely as non-attendees to identify as Orthodox (8 percent). The
Jewish Renewal movement also has a strong following among attendees, with 6 percent
identifying as a member of this sect, as compared with 1 percent of non-attendees.

Figure 53: Conservative Jews Most Likely to Regularly Attend Spiritual Events
For each of the following actions, please tell me how often you do each one - at least once a week, once or twice a
month, a couple times a year, hardly ever, or never? --Attend a Chavurah, or informal gathering for Jewish spiritual
needs or to share lifecycle events
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Jewish residents who attend spiritual events are very well-educated - 48 percent report having
an advanced or professional degree, while only 37 percent of non-attendees say the same.
They are also overwhelmingly female; 62 percent, as compared to 48 percent of non-attendees.

Figure 54: Spiritual Event Attendees are More Educated, Female

Almost half of spiritual event attendees live in the Oakland-Berkeley Corridor (49 percent, as
compared to 36 percent of non-attendees).

Figure 55: Spiritual Event Attendance Across Regions
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Tzedakah in the Jewish Community
A large majority of Jewish residents of the East Bay report that they give to charitable causes;
however, they are significantly more likely to give to non-Jewish causes than Jewish causes,
including Israel. They are least likely to give to either the Federation nationally or the
Federation of the Easy Bay.
Specifically:
•

Jewish residents give generously — 80 percent have given to a non-Jewish cause in the
last five years. Fewer give to specifically Jewish causes.

•

Residents are more likely to donate in general support of Jewish organizations than to
donate either to Israel or to the Jewish Federation (national or East Bay).

•

Donations are more likely to come from more affluent and older residents, as well as
people involved in other ways in the Jewish community (e.g., belong to a synagogue).

•

Federation donors have a strong connection to the community; they both feel a strong
sense of belonging and say they are very involved in the Jewish community. They tend
to be older and longer term residents of the area.

•

Most Federation donors give to other Jewish and non-Jewish causes, but there is less
reciprocity. In other words, donors to other causes are less likely to give to the
Federation.
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General Giving
East Bay Jews give generously to a variety of causes, although donations to non-Jewish causes
and charities are much more common than contributions any kind of Jewish organization or
cause. Fewer donate to the Jewish Federation generally and the Jewish Federation of the East
Bay than any other listed organization.

Figure 56: General Donations, Donations to Jewish Federation of the East Bay
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Financially, donors to Israel and non-Jewish causes look like the East Bay Jewish population as
a whole. Donors to Jewish organizations, the Jewish Federation, and the Jewish Federation of
the East Bay, however, are slightly higher income than those to other causes.
Figure 57: Contributions by Income
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Donors are significantly more affiliated than non-donors. For example, 74 percent of dues
paying synagogue members give general support to Jewish causes, compared to 44 percent of
past members and 17 percent of non-members. Sixty-six percent of organizational members
give to support general Jewish causes compared to 26 percent of non-members.

Figure 58: Contributions by Synagogue Membership
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Giving to the Jewish Federation of the East Bay
Donors to the Jewish Federation of the East Bay both feel connected and are connected to the
organized Jewish community. Most (76 percent) strongly agree that they have a sense of
belonging to the Jewish people, and 60 percent feel a lot or somewhat like they are part of the
Jewish community. Judaism is a priority for this group, with 70 percent saying that being Jewish
is very important to them personally.
Donors to the Jewish Federation of the East Bay are older than the East Bay Jewish population
overall — 27 percent of residents over 50 have donated to the local Federation compared to 12
percent of residents under 50.

Figure 59: Contributions by Age
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Geographically, Jewish Federation of the East Bay donors are longtime East Bay Jewish
residents; 60 percent have lived in the Bay area for more than 20 years, and an additional 9
percent say they have lived there all their lives. They average 15.7 years at their residence,
longer than donors to any other cause or organization, and most have no intention of moving —
79 percent plan to live in the same place or neighborhood in three years. More than half prefer
events in the East Bay area.
Regionally, Oakland-Berkeley residents are most likely to give, whereas the Eastern Contra
Costa, 680 Corridor, and Solano residents are generally the least likely to give.

Figure 60: Donors to the Jewish Federation of the East Bay
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Most Federation donors also give to the other organizations, but there is little reciprocity. Only
21 percent of donors to non-Jewish causes, 40 percent of donors to Israel, and 44 percent of
donors to other Jewish organizations also give to the Jewish Federation of the East Bay. There
is significant (60 percent) crossover, however, among donors to the Jewish Federation and
donors to the Jewish Federation of the East Bay.

Figure 61: Contributions to the Jewish Federation of the East Bay by Donors to
Other Organizations
During the last five years, please tell me if you have contributed money to any organization or group dedicated to the
following issues. Please tell me yes or no for each one. (Percent who say they donate to the Jewish Federation of the
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Feelings about the Jewish
Community in the East Bay
Relatively small numbers express discomfort or dissatisfaction with the Jewish community of the
East Bay. Jewish LGBTQ residents, residents with non-Jewish spouses and less
knowledgeable Jews report that they feel welcome and comfortable or they simply do not know
because they are not engaged with the community. Some express concerns about cost, though
affordability does not seem to dissuade participation among those who desire it. Rather, the
larger issue is simple disinterest in Jewish life or an interest in pursuing community with other
Jews in settings that are not religious or Jewish in content.
Specifically:
•

Few residents express dissatisfaction with the organized Jewish community
(approximately 20 percent). A majority (66 percent) say they are comfortable attending
events put on by the East Jewish community, and most (73 percent) say they are not
uncomfortable because they are unfamiliar with faith and tradition.

•

A majority of people in interfaith partnerships say that they feel comfortable bringing nonJewish partners to events, and a majority of parents say that the community offers good
opportunities for their children. A plurality say the community welcomes LGBTQ people,
however, a significant number of residents are uncertain about how welcoming the
organized Jewish community is of the LGBTQ community.

•

Fifty-six percent of LGBTQ Jews say the community is welcoming to them, though
another forty-one percent do not know. Only 3 percent disagree.

•

The bigger challenge for Jewish institutions is that many Jewish residents are simply
uninterested in pursuing a Jewish life or Jewish education for their children.

•

Cost is an issue for some; however, there is no difference in the involvement level
among residents who cite cost issues versus those who do not. Cost is a higher
concern among residents with children.

•

There is an interest in expanding the offerings to include events and activities that bring
together Jews, but not necessarily with a Jewish theme or religious focus. That said,
few say they are uncomfortable attending events in Jewish spaces.

Overall, Jewish residents hold positive views about the East Bay Jewish community. Most
residents feel comfortable attending Jewish events sponsored by organizations in the
community (66 percent agree), and agree that the community is welcoming to non-Jewish
spouses (57 percent agree), and to the LGBTQ community (47 percent agree). They also think
the community does a good job providing opportunities to do Jewish-themed activities with
children (52 percent). Few say they feel uncomfortable bringing a non-Jewish spouse to events
or that they feel that they do not know enough about Jewish faith and traditions.
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Figure 62: East Bay Jews Find Community Welcoming, Comfortable
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Looking at specific constituencies, we also see high comfort levels. Among the LGBTQ
individuals, for example, 56 percent agree that the East Bay Jewish community is welcoming
while 3 percent disagree (41 percent do not know).

Figure 63: Welcoming to LGBTQ by Sexual Orientation
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A majority (54 percent) of intermarried residents believes that local Jewish organizations are
welcoming of non-Jewish partners and spouses. Most (69 percent) do not feel uncomfortable
attending Jewish-themed events, though 41 percent would prefer activities that are with Jews,
but not faith-based.

Figure 64: Comfort, Welcoming by Intermarriage

Now, please tell me whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
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Jewish residents are divided on the Jewish character of activity provided by East Bay Jewish
organizations; 43 percent agree that they would prefer activities with Jewish people that do not
have a Jewish theme or organized around faith in any way (43 percent disagree). To be clear, a
majority (84 percent) does not feel uncomfortable attending events in Jewish spaces like a
synagogue or the JCC, but there is no clear constituency for ―non-Jewish‖ Jewish activities.
Residents who prefer secular activities are slightly more likely to be intermarried, but otherwise
do not stand out in any way.

Figure 65: Jews Divided on Faith in Events, However Are Certain that Attending
Events in Centers of Faith is Not a Problem
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The most negative views held about the organized Jewish community, are rooted in cost. A
plurality — 46 percent — say that sometimes it seems too expensive to be a part of the
community. While only 40 percent of these residents say that they feel involved in the Jewish
community, this is not significantly different from the involvement level among those who do not
feel like it is too expensive to participate in the community. Thus, it is unlikely that cost is really
what is deterring community involvement. Moreover, perception of lack of affordability is not
related in income level.

Figure 66: Residents with Cost Concerns Less Wealthy
Sometimes it just seems so expensive to be part of the Jewish community, with the cost of synagogue memberships,
summer camp, and day school for the kids
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Family Life and the Jewish
Community
People of all faiths become more involved in religious life when they have children. Providing a
religious education is a primary motivation for many parents and it drives synagogue
membership, volunteering and other informal Jewish activity. There does not appear to be an
unmet need for relevant activities for parents interested in providing their children with a Jewish
experience. Moreover, many Jewish residents from interfaith families are simply not interested
in providing their children with a formal Jewish education.
Specifically:
•

Family life drives a great deal of Jewish involvement, particularly for parents of bar and
bat mitzvah-age children. Parents of younger children are more likely to say they are
involved in Jewish life, to belong to a synagogue, and to volunteer.

•

Most parents who want to give their children a Jewish education say they are already
doing so. There are a significant number of parents, particularly those in interfaith
families, who do not want to provide their children with a Jewish education.

•

While some express concerns about cost, cost does not seem to inhibit participation for
a majority of parents who want to provide formal Jewish education. Not surprisingly,
lower income parents have a harder time affording a Jewish education for their children.

•

Most agree that the activities provided for younger children are sufficient.
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Family Size
Just over one-quarter of East Bay Jewish residents have children over age 18 years and 31
percent have children younger than 18 years. Very few residents have more than two children
under age 18, and most of the children of East Bay Jews are between the ages of six and ten
years. The vast majority of younger children live with their parents or guardians. A strong
majority of parents are married (81 percent), though 9 percent are single, separated, divorced,
or widowed.

Figure 67: Residents and Children
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Nearly 40 percent of Jewish residents say that providing children with a Jewish education is a
very important aspect of being Jewish; among those with young children, this number climbs to
49 percent. Almost one-third of parents are already providing their children with a Jewish
education; an additional 22 percent are interested in doing so.21
Residents who feel that they are very involved in the Jewish community are more than twice as
likely to already be providing a Jewish education for their children. Residents with a strong
sense of belonging to the Jewish people and those who report that being Jewish is very
important to them are slightly less likely than very involved Jews to already be providing their
children with a Jewish education
Parents of bar and bat mitzvah-age children are most likely to have their kids in an education
program (40 percent). Those with children younger than five are most likely to be either
interested in providing their children with a Jewish education later (24 percent) or not at all
interested (39 percent).

Figure 68: Age of Children and Jewish Education
Are you currently providing your children with a formal Jewish education? (IF NO) How interested are you in providing
your children with a Jewish education? **
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The sample size among these parents is too small to determine exactly who they are.
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Although 42 percent of younger Jews say that making sure their children have some kind of
Jewish education is very important, only 30 percent of parents in this age group are already
providing their children with a Jewish education. A plurality — 44 percent — of young parents
is actually not at all interested in providing Jewish education when asked directly.
Children of interfaith relationships are much less likely than average to currently be receiving a
Jewish education (11 percent as compared to 30 percent), and a plurality (41 percent) of their
parents is not at all interested in providing one. It is clear that non-Jewish spouse and partner
involvement makes a big difference in this area. Among those whose non-Jewish spouse or
partner always participates in Jewish life, 60 percent are already providing their children with a
Jewish education — twice the average; even among those with non-Jewish spouses who
sometimes participate in Jewish life, the proportion already providing a Jewish education for
their children is 37 percent, 7 percent higher than the average.

Figure 69: Spousal Participation and Jewish Education Among the Interfaith
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Almost half (46 percent) of parents agree that, between temple membership, summer camp,
and day school, being a member of the Jewish community is expensive; 31 percent of parents
say they have been prevented from enrolling their children in Jewish education programs
because of financial concerns. Among those who say that financial concerns have played a role
in decisions about their children’s Jewish education, 36 percent are still interested in providing
their children with a formal Jewish education
Financial concerns, however, are clearly not the only driver of children not getting a formal
Jewish education. In fact, among those who agree that being Jewish is expensive, 41 percent
are already providing their children with a formal Jewish education.

Figure 70: Many Who Think Involvement is too Expensive Still Provide Jewish
Education, Divided on Cost
Now, please tell me whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statement. Sometimes it just seems so expensive
to be part of the Jewish community, with the cost of synagogue memberships, summer camp, and day school for the kids.
(Percent total agree)
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Overall, a majority of Jewish parents in East Bay think that the local Jewish organizations do a
good job providing family-friendly, Jewish-themed activities.
Figure 71: Positive Activities for Children by Child’s Age
Now, please tell me whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. -- (IF YES IN YOUNGKIDS
OR YES IN OLDERKIDS) Jewish organizations in the East Bay do a good job of providing opportunities to do Jewishthemed activities with my kids.**
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Israel and the East Bay
Support for the state of Israel falls in the middle of priorities for East Bay Jewish residents. Core
Jewish values around healing the world far exceed Israel as important to being Jewish, though it
ranks higher than religious observance or marrying someone Jewish. Affiliated Jews are far
more likely than unaffiliated Jews to care about and make charitable contributions to Israel
related causes.
Specifically:
•

Israel is a somewhat lower priority for Jewish residents of the East Bay than other
aspects of Jewish life. Four in ten say that standing up for the state of Israel is a very
important part of being Jewish. Nineteen percent say that traveling to Israel is very
important to being Jewish.

•

Most say they follow the news about Israel regularly (70 percent weekly or monthly).

•

Making Israel a priority is important largely to the affiliated Jewish world, not the
unaffiliated Jewish world.

•

Jewish residents are more likely to give charitable donations to provide general support
for the Jewish community (35 percent) than to causes related to Israel (28 percent).

Four in ten East Bay Jewish residents think that supporting the state of Israel is a very important
part of being Jewish. Traveling to Israel, however, is significantly less important (19 percent
very important). Three-quarters of East Bay Jews regularly consume news about Israel, though
most are not subscribers to Jewish publications.
Residents who place a high importance on supporting Israel and traveling there have strong ties
to the local Jewish community, as well as the Jewish faith overall. More than half (53 percent)
of those who think supporting Israel is a very important aspect of being Jewish describe their
involvement in the Jewish community as a lot or somewhat, 20 points higher than average;
among those who value travel to Israel, this number inches up slightly to 57 percent. Those
who think that supporting Israel is very important have a strong sense of belonging to the
Jewish people, as do those who think that traveling there; but, among those who value travel to
the country, an overwhelming 93 percent have a strong sense of belonging.
Just over one quarter of residents (28 percent) have donated money to Israel or to issues facing
Israel. Almost half (48 percent) of those who responded that supporting Israel is a very
important aspect of Judaism have donated money to causes or charities related to Israel though
they are not more likely to have given to the Jewish Federation of the East Bay (29 percent
have donated to the Jewish Federation compared to 27 percent overall).
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Figure 72: Overall Contribution to Israel Causes
During the last five years, please tell me if you have
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dedicated to the following issues. Please tell me yes or
no for each one. --Israel or issues facing Israel
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Among the 28 percent who have contributed to Israel, 40 percent have also made donations to
the Jewish Federation of the East Bay. However, among the almost 70 percent who have not
contributed to Israel, very few (12 percent) have contributed to the Jewish Federation of the
East Bay.
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Reaching out to Different Communities
in the East Bay
There are opportunities to reach out to different groups of Jewish residents in the East Bay.
There are individuals who desire more involvement, even if they are looking for something a
little different from what is already offered. Many are looking for community with Jews that is not
centered on faith or religion, and even an experience that does not involve Judaism at all.
These residents are not hostile to Judaism; indeed, many are very strongly identified and
belonged to organizations in the past. Other groups, such as unaffiliated Jews and intermarried
families – ones who have no interest in involvement in Jewish life – are tough targets for
outreach.
Specifically:
•

Few desire more involvement, but those that do tend to already be somewhat affiliated
and more strongly identified with the Jewish community. Some have belonged to a
synagogue in the past, but few belong now.

•

This group is distinctive; people who want to be more involved are more recent
residents, female, younger, and unmarried. They are less likely to have children and
more likely to prefer non-Jewish events with Jews.

•

Broadly targeting young people alone does not necessarily make sense. If they have
children then they are affiliated; without children, it is difficult to identify groups of
younger residents that want to be more involved.

•

Marginally affiliated Jews – or ―Jew-ish‖ Jews - are an important target of opportunity for
the East Bay Jewish community. This group is strongly identified and has participated in
Jewish life in the past; nearly half used to belong to a synagogue. They are most likely
to be Baby Boomers and empty nesters.

•

Interfaith families and unaffiliated Jews pose a real challenge for outreach because they
do not come from overly Jewish backgrounds; there is a high degree of disengagement
in Jewish life among people from and in interfaith relationships.

Overall, 21 percent of Jewish residents say they want to be more involved with the Jewish
community, and this group is already moderately participatory. They are likely to feel that they
are somewhat involved in the community (30 percent), to say that being Jewish is very
important to them (54 percent), and that they have belonged to a synagogue in the past (29
percent).
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This group already participates in some formal and informal Jewish activities. More than half
always light the Chanukah candles and always attend a Passover Seder, and 29 percent report
that they always attend services on the High Holidays. Only 16 percent, though, are dues
paying members of a synagogue, and 24 percent are members of other Jewish organizations.
Approximately 10 percent regularly attend Jewish events in the East Bay community.

Figure 73: Those Who Want to Be More Involved Most Regularly Celebrate
Chanukah, Passover
I am going to read you a list of things that some people do. For each one, please tell how often you generally do it –
always, usually, sometimes or never (Percent who say they want to be more involved)
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Demographically, those who want to be more involved tend to be more female (55 percent),
younger (52 percent under 50), unmarried (46 percent), and without kids
(65 percent). They are also significantly more likely to be new residents of the Bay area– over
half (51 percent) have lived in the Bay area less than five years (38 percent among population
overall). Finally, they are slightly lower income than East Bay Jewish residents overall.

Figure 74: Demographics of Jews Who Desire More Involvement
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The biggest barriers for those who want to be more involved are distance and cost. They are
slightly more likely to say that events are too far and they are more likely to want to attend
events in the East Bay. Geographically, however, there is little difference between those who
want to be more involved and those who want to keep their level of involvement the same or the
East Bay Jewish population overall. It is possible those who want to be more involved use
distance as an excuse, especially since 61 percent report no difficulty finding information about
local events. They are also more likely than others to think it is expensive to belong to
synagogue or to provide their children with a Jewish education, unsurprising given their
somewhat lower incomes.
They are not challenged by feelings of discomfort or a sense that the community is not
welcoming. Half would prefer non-Jewish events with Jews, but only 13 percent think that
events currently offered by East Bay Jewish community are boring or uninteresting, though 23
percent were unable to answer the question.

Figure 75: Jews Who Want to be More Involved are More Comfortable than Overall,
but Hindered by Cost
Now, please tell me whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. (Ranked by percent total agree)
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Younger Jews in the East Bay
Younger Jews, the future of the Jewish population in the East Bay, have had a different and
distinct Jewish experience. They are the most likely to have been raised in an interfaith family
and, as a result, are less likely to be conversant with all aspects of Jewish life and ritual. They
also incorporate more aspects of Christianity into their lives, evidenced by the fact that they say
that a belief in God is very important to being Jewish and they often have a Christmas tree. On
the other hand, they are slightly more likely to say they would like to be more involved in the
Jewish community.
Just 25 percent of the Jewish population in the East Bay is under the age of 40, though this
survey likely under represents youth. Demographically, there are several interesting points
about this group. Unmarried women make up more than one-third of the 18-to 39-year-old
Jewish population in the East Bay, a higher proportion than any other age group in the area.
There are also a higher proportion of African Americans in this group (11 percent) than in any
other age cohort. Finally, just under one-quarter of respondents report being out of work, higher
than any other age group; note that these respondents are different from students (12 percent).
As is often the case with younger people, there is a lot of transience – 65 percent have lived in
the Bay area for at least ten years, and 12 percent report that they were born in the area – but
almost two-thirds have lived at their current residence for five years or less, and only 44 percent
say that they plan to reside in the same home or neighborhood in three years.

Figure 76: Mobility among Younger Jews
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Forty-one percent of younger Jews grew up in a household with only one Jewish parent and, as
noted previously, they are significantly more likely to be in interfaith marriages than older Jews
(73 percent compared to 48 percent of those ages 65 or older).
Younger Jews in this study do not stand out as being more or less involved in the Jewish
community than older Jews, likely because they are more likely to have young children – almost
three-quarters of the parents have children between the ages of zero and five, and 51 percent
have children between the ages of six and ten. In other words, traditionally, older people are
more likely to be religiously involved, but since the presence of young children drives much
participation in Jewish life, this likely mitigates the age effect.

Figure 77: Children by Age
Do you have any children YOUNGER than 18 years of age that YOU are legally responsible for?*
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There are few differences by age in participation in Jewish life — younger Jews are as likely to
have a Passover Seder or light the Chanukah candles as older Jews. In fact, they are more
likely to report that they attend East Bay Jewish events at least once a year than older Jews and
they are also more likely to volunteer. Again, these differences are likely driven by the fact that
younger Jews are more likely to have young children. The biggest difference between older and
younger Jews is that younger Jews are 10 points more likely to always or usually have a
Christmas tree.

Figure 78: Younger Jews More Likely to Have a Christmas Tree
I am going to read you a list of things that some people do. For each one, please tell how often you generally do it –
always, usually, sometimes or never – Have a Christmas tree during the Christmas season. (Percent who say always/
usually )
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Older and younger Jews also use a different vernacular. Younger Jews feel strongly that it is
important to help others in need (82 percent say this is very important), while Tzedakah, even
though it is conceptually similar, does not garner as strong of a reaction (50 percent very
important). This may simply reflect lack of familiarity with Hebrew terms, which is not surprising
given the level of interfaith marriages among their parents. There is less of a difference among
older Jewish residents.
Faith in God is also very important to younger Jews (60 percent very important), far and away
the highest of any age group in the East Bay Jewish community. Again, this may reflect the fact
that many of them have parents who are not Jewish.

Figure 79: Jewish Identity in Young People
Now I'm going to read you a list of things that some people think are important to being Jewish. For each one, please tell
me how important to being Jewish each one is to you personally. (Ranked by percent age 18-39 who say ‘Very Important’)
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Just over half of younger Jews earn more than $100,000 per year, although 34 percent earn
less than $75,000 a year. Almost three-quarters say that they contribute to non-Jewish causes,
but only one-third say that they contribute funds for Jewish organizations’ programs and
infrastructure; 11 percent have given to the Jewish Federation of the East Bay.

Figure 80: Young Jews Show Low Levels of Contributions to Jewish Organizations
During the last five years, please tell me if you have contributed money to any organization or group dedicated to the
following issues. Please tell me yes or no for each one. (percent age 18-39)
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“Jew-ish” in the East Bay
Another possible outreach target is more ―marginally affiliated‖ Jewish residents. As the focus
groups revealed, there are Jewish residents that participate in some activity and desire more
involvement, but are not members of a synagogue or Jewish organization. Here, we call these
individuals ―Jew-ish.‖ We define them as people who always, usually, or sometimes attend High
Holiday services and have a strong sense of belonging to the Jewish people, but lack formal
membership in a synagogue. This group represents 16 percent of the Jewish population in the
East Bay.
Almost half (45 percent) of ―Jew-ish‖ residents feel a lot or somewhat like a part of the Jewish
community, but 41 percent want to be more involved; far and away, this is the largest potential
outreach opportunity of any subgroup. They feel strongly about the importance of religion in
family life. Large numbers always attend Passover Seder and always light the Chanukah
candles, but when it comes to more active expressions of religious observance, such as staying
home on the High Holidays, the number drops to only 33 percent. Unsurprisingly, a plurality of
―Jew-ish‖ residents self-identify as Reform.
―Jew-ish‖ residents are well established Bay area residents, with 60 percent living in the area for
at least ten years, and an additional 7 percent saying that they were born in the region. A
plurality, have only lived in their current residence for fewer than five years, but more intend to
stay in the area for the next several years. Most live in the Oakland-Berkeley Corridor, and half
prefer events in the East Bay area, though 34 percent do not have a geographic preference.
Figure 81: “Jew-ish” Feel Strongly About Holidays, Traditions but Not Very
Attached to Regular Rituals
I am going to read you a list of things that some people do. For each one, please tell how often you generally do it - always,
usually, sometimes, or never? (Percent of ‘Jew-ish’ who say ‘always’)
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―Jew-ish‖ residents are comfortable attending events (47 percent strongly agree) and think that
the East Bay Jewish community is welcoming of non-Jewish spouses and partners (44 percent
strongly agree). Very few think the events are too far away (18 percent strongly agree) or
boring (4 percent strongly agree). There is almost no discomfort attending events in a
synagogue.
Figure 82: Similar to Overall, “Jew-ish” Find Community Welcoming,
Comfortable
Now, please tell me whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. (Ranked by percent of
‘Jew-ish’ who say ‘strongly agree’)
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Almost 90 percent think that helping others in need is a very important characteristic of the
Jewish faith, followed by learning about Jewish history and culture, and Tikkun Olam. Some
aspects of Judaism that carry little weight among the East Bay Jewish population overall have
more significance among the ―Jew-ish,‖ particularly marrying someone Jewish (24 percent very
important, compared with 13 percent overall), support for Israel (57 percent very important,
compared with 40 percent overall) and giving their children a Jewish education (58 percent very
important, compared with 39 percent overall).
Figure 83: “Jew-ish” Respondents More Attached to Social Action, Helping Others
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Although ―Jew-ish‖ residents, by definition, are not dues paying members of a synagogue, 48
percent were at some point. Unsurprisingly, 78 percent report attending services only several
times a year or hardly ever, most likely on the Jewish Holidays or other rites of passage. Less
than one-quarter are members of other Jewish organizations.
Most ―Jew-ish‖ residents consume news about Israel weekly or monthly (81 percent), though
fewer say that supporting Israel is a very important aspect of Judaism (57 percent). Very few (9
percent) attend East Bay Jewish events weekly or monthly, although when the time frame is
expanded to include annually, the number increases to 53 percent.

Figure 84: Participation among “Jew-ish” Residents
For each of the following actions, please tell me how often you do each one - at least once a week, once or twice a month, a
couple times a year, hardly ever, or never? (Percent of ‘Jew-ish’ who say ‘weekly/monthly’ or ‘weekly/monthly/annually’)
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Although the connotation of "Jew-ish‖ might be young and single, the reality is quite a bit
different. A plurality is between the ages of 50 and 64, and 57 percent are married. Almost twothirds grew up in homes with two Jewish parents, and 55 percent are repeating that pattern as
adults. Among the 44 percent who are in interfaith relationships, a plurality are married to
Catholics, and well over 70 percent report that their non-Jewish spouse always or sometimes
participates in Jewish life.
One-quarter of the ―Jew-ish‖ have adult children and a surprising number of those children are
still living at home (42 percent). Of the 27 percent with children under 18, 57 percent have
children younger than age five. More than half say that providing a Jewish education for their
children is a very important aspect of Judaism, and many are putting their money where their
mouth is. Forty percent are already providing a Jewish education for their children, and 30
percent do not currently have their children enrolled in a formal Jewish education program but
are very interested in doing so.
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Although financially the ―Jew-ish‖ look like East Bay Jewish residents overall, they are more
likely than average to make charitable donations. More than half have provided general support
for Jewish organizations programs and infrastructure – and since this group, by definition, does
not pay synagogue dues, this is a pure donation. Twenty-eight percent have given to the East
Bay Jewish Federation.
Figure 85: “Jew-ish” Population More Likely to Give than Overall
Have you ever made a donation to the Jewish Federation of the East Bay? (Percent of ‘Jew-ish”)
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Figure 86: Distribution of “Jew-ish” Population
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Unaffiliated Jews in the East Bay
There are a substantial number — 29 percent — of unaffiliated Jews living in the East Bay, but
there is very little chance of spurring more involvement among them. Here, unaffiliated Jews
are defined as residents not belonging to a synagogue and who describe themselves as not at
all involved in the Jewish community. Although by definition, they are not all involved in the
Jewish community, only 13 percent say they want to be more involved, and the vast majority (79
percent) would keep their level of involvement the same.
When asked where they would prefer to attend events, a slight plurality (30 percent) says that
location does not matter to them when considering event attendance. Twenty-six percent,
though, say that they do not want to attend Jewish events regardless of where they take place.
Almost three-quarters never attend services at a synagogue. Only 5 percent of the unaffiliated
belong to Jewish organizations, and of those who do belong, very few have held leadership
positions. Despite the fact that family and home based traditions typically are quite common
even among non-observant Jews, 96 percent of the unaffiliated rarely or never attend High
Holiday services, 74 percent rarely or never light Chanukah candles, and 82 percent rarely or
never participate or hold a Passover Seder.

Figure 87: Unaffiliated Rarely Participate in Jewish Activities
I am going to read you a list of things that some people do. For each one, please tell how often you generally do it - always,
usually, sometimes, or never? (Percent of unaffiliated who say ‘sometimes/never’)
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More than half of the unaffiliated do not have a strong sense of belonging to the Jewish faith,
and a slight plurality do not identify with one of the main denominations of Judaism. Most of
those who do affiliate, though, say that they are Reform.

Figure 88: Denomination Among Unaffiliated Jews

Referring to Jewish religious denominations, do you consider yourself to be Reform, Conservative, Orthodox,
Reconstructionist, or something else? (Percent of unaffiliated)
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Jewish family life is also not a likely entry in to the Jewish community for the unaffiliated;
marrying Jewish is an extremely low priority. A slight plurality (42 percent) grew up in homes
with only one Jewish parent, and an overwhelming majority is repeating that pattern as adults —
85 percent report that they are in an interfaith marriage.
The percentage of children under the age of 18 is slightly lower among the unaffiliated, with 70
percent reporting that they do not have children in this age group. Among the 30 percent who
do have young children, 45 percent have children under five years old, and 34 percent have
children six to ten years old. None report that they are already providing a Jewish education for
their kids, and, unsurprisingly, a strong majority is not at all interested in providing such
education. Slightly fewer than 20 percent say that financial concerns have prevented them from
enrolling their children in a Jewish education.
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Unaffiliated Jews value the same aspects of Judaism as other Jews, though obviously at much
lower levels. Approximately two-thirds think that helping others in need is a very important
aspect of Judaism, as compared to 77 percent of East Bay Jews overall. Along the same lines,
aspects such as Tikkun Olam, learning about Jewish history and culture, and supporting Israel
do not rate as highly among the unaffiliated as among the local Jewish population overall.

Figure 89: Unaffiliated, Like Overall, Value Helping Others, Tikkun Olam
Now I'm going to read you a list of things that some people think are important to being Jewish. For each one, please
tell me how important to being Jewish each one is to you personally. (Ranked by percent of unaffiliated who say ‘very
important’)
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Unaffiliated Jews do not purport to be uncomfortable at attending Jewish events or activities in
Jewish spaces. Just shy of 10 percent are uncomfortable attending events in a synagogue.
While 46 percent report that it is easy to find information about events in the East Bay Jewish
community, 44 percent were unable to answer, suggesting that they have never tried to find
information about upcoming events.
Few of the unaffiliated cite specific reasons as contributing to their lack of involvement. Only 6
percent strongly agree that the events sponsored by the East Bay Jewish community are boring,
13 percent strongly agree that events are too far away, and 16 percent strongly agree that being
Jewish is too expensive.

Figure 90: Unaffiliated Jews Are Ambivalent Towards Community Overall

Now, please tell me whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. (Ranked by percent of
unaffiliated who say ‘strongly agree’)
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Methodology Overview
The survey results included in this report were commissioned by the Jewish Federation of the
East Bay and conducted by Greenberg Quinlan Rosner Research.
This survey was conducted between January 31, 2011 and March 13, 2011. It reached 820
Jewish households using a multi-modal and multi-sampled design that included a
representative, random-digit-dial landline portion (N=620), as well as a cell phone sample
(N=100) and a landline sample (N=100) from consumer data lists. Only the random-digit-dial
(RDD) portion of the sample was used for population estimates.
All interviews required that participants be located within the four counties making up the greater
East Bay region: Alameda, Contra Costa, Napa, and Solano counties. In addition, participants
were required to consider themselves Jewish in some way, been born Jewish, have Jewish
parents, or be part of a household in which at least one person could be considered Jewish by
the above criteria.

Survey Methodology
The research team at Greenberg Quinlan Rosner designed the survey questions used in this
survey in close collaboration with the Jewish Federation of the East Bay. The survey questions
were intended to provide population and demographic estimates of the Jewish population in the
East Bay and guide ongoing strategic decision-making by the Federation and its partner
organizations. Many of the questions exactly replicate or resemble questions from the Jewish
Community Study of San Francisco (2003) in order to allow for comparisons between the
regions.22
The Greenberg Quinlan Rosner team was led by Dr. Anna Greenberg (Senior Vice President)
and included Missy Egelsky (Senior Associate), Jessica Keating (Analyst), Amy Cohen
(Analyst), Huda Chaudhry (Assistant Analyst), and Ruth Igielnik (Assistant Analyst). The
Federation team was coordinated by Sean Mandell (Director of Planning and Strategic
Initiatives) and included Steve Goldman (Chair of the Study) and Rabbi James Brandt (CEO of
the Jewish Federation of the East Bay).

22

Jewish Community Study of San Francisco. 2003. Jewish Community Federation of San Francisco, the Peninsula,
Marin and Sonoma Counties
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Research Definitions
A Jewish adult is defined as someone who:
 Is 18 years of age or older, and
 Resides in the greater East Bay, and
 Self-identifies as Jewish when asked their religion, or
 Indicates they consider themselves Jewish in some way, or
 Was born or raised Jewish.
A Jewish child is one raised by a Jewish adult or a child that an adult in the household
considers to be Jewish.
A Jewish household is any household in which one or more adults in the household consider
themselves to be Jewish in accordance with the criteria above, or where a non-Jewish adult in
the household indicates that there is at least one Jewish person living in the household. Note
that the one Jewish person could be a child.
The geographic focus of the survey, the Greater East Bay, included four counties: Alameda,
Contra Costa, Napa, and Solano counties. Throughout the research and analysis, we used two
different geographic definitions for the Greater East Bay. The regions were used to identify
smaller sub-regions, and both iterations were defined by zip code.


The first definition was used for the original (pre-survey) incidence estimates, sample
design, dialing, and weighting:

Figure 91: Initial Regional Definitions by Zip Code
Northwest Alameda – 94501, 94601, 94602, 94606, 94607, 94608, 94609, 94610, 94611,
94612, 94615, 94616, 94617, 94618, 94620, 94662, 94706, 94701, 94702, 94703, 94704,
94705, 94707*, 94708*, 94710, 94712, 94720
Southeast Alameda – 94502, 94536, 94537, 94538, 94539, 94540, 94541, 94542, 94543,
94544, 94545, 94546, 94550, 94551, 94552, 94555, 94557, 94560, 94566, 94568, 94577,
94578, 94579, 94580, 94586, 94587, 94588, 94603, 94604, 94605, 94613, 94614, 94619,
94621, 94622, 94623, 94624, 94649, 94659, 94660, 94661, 94666, 94709
Western Contra Costa – 94525, 94530, 94547, 94564, 94572, 94707*, 94708*, 94801,
94802, 94803, 94804, 94805, 94806, 94807, 94808, 94820, 94850
Eastern Contra Costa – 94505 ,94506, 94507, 94509, 94511, 94513, 94514, 94516,
94517, 94518, 94519, 94520, 94521, 94522, 94523, 94524, 94526, 94527, 94528, 94529,
94531, 94548, 94549, 94553, 94556, 94561, 94563, 94565, 94569, 94570, 94575, 94582,
94583, 94595, 94596, 94597, 94598
Napa – 94503, 94508, 94515, 94576, 94558, 94559, 94581, 94562, 94567, 94573, 94574,
94599
Solano – 94510, 94512, 95620, 95625, 94533, 94534, 94571, 94585, 94535, 95687,
95688, 95696, 94589, 94590, 94591, 94592
**Note: Zip codes indicated with an asterisk fall in more than one county in the region. In these situations, the
zip code was split along the county line so that each part belonged to the appropriate county.
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Figure 92: Initial Regional Definitions Map



The second definition primarily has been used for population estimates and post-survey
analysis. The Jewish Federation of the East Bay designated the zip codes in each of the
re-defined regions so the resultant population estimates and strategic targets would be
better suited to their organizational structure and existing community resources. Note
that in the redefined regional definitions, no zip codes were split across regions.
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Figure 93: Redefined Regional Definitions by Zip Code
Oakland-Berkeley Corridor – 94602, 94603, 94604, 94605, 94606, 94607, 94609, 94610,
94612, 94613, 94614, 94615, 94615, 94617, 94618, 94619, 94621, 94622, 94623, 94624,
94649, 94659, 94660, 94661, 94666, 94611, 94620
Hayward Area – 94546, 94552, 94540, 94541, 94542, 94543, 94544, 94545, 94557, 94577,
94578, 94579, 94580
Tri-Valley and Tri-Cities -94568, 94536, 94537, 94538, 94539, 94555, 94550, 94551,
94560, 94566, 94588, 94586, 94587
LAMORINDA – 94516, 94549, 94556, 94570, 94575, 94563
Central Contra Costa – 94517, 94518, 94519, 94520, 94521, 94522, 94524, 94527, 94529,
94553, 94523, 94595, 94596, 94597, 94598
680 Corridor – 94507, 94506, 94526, 94528, 94582, 94583
Western Contra Costa – 94525, 94530, 94803, 94820, 94547, 94564, 94569, 94801,
94802, 94804, 94805, 94807, 94808, 94850, 94572, 94806
Eastern Contra Costa – 94509, 94531, 94511, 94513, 94514, 94505, 94548, 94561, 94565
Solano County – 94510, 94512, 94533, 94534, 94535, 94571, 94585, 94589, 94590,
94591, 94592, 95620, 95625, 95687, 95688, 95696
Napa County – 94503, 94508, 94515, 94558, 94559, 94562, 94567, 94573, 94574, 94576,
94581, 94599

Figure 94: Redefined Regional Definitions Map
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Interviewing Process
The interviews were composed of two portions:
Screening.
The survey began with a series of screening questions that required approximately 2.6 minutes
to complete. These questions were asked of everybody reached on the phone, including those
in both the Jewish and non-Jewish households. The goal of this first section was to assess
whether the respondent or household qualified for the full survey, as well as to gather data
necessary for making population estimates. Accordingly, the screening section began by
recording basic respondent data (gender and age) and confirming that the household was
located in the greater East Bay region. Then it asked about the number of landlines in the
household and the number of adults and children in the household (household size), information
required for calculating population estimates. Finally, the last part of the screening section
determined whether the household could be considered a Jewish household according to the
aforementioned criteria and, if so, how many people in the household were Jewish. (see figure
97)
Please note the ―skip logic‖ used in the part of the screening determining the Jewish status of a
household. Individuals who indicated they were Jewish in the religion question (RELIG1) were
allowed to skip directly to the question asking the number of Jews in their household and then
moved onto the full survey. Individuals indicating no religion or another, non-Jewish, religion
were given several other opportunities to qualify: if they considered themselves to be Jewish in
any way, if any other member of the household considered themselves to be Jewish, or if they
or a household member were born or raised Jewish. At this point, if the interviewer reached a
non-Jewish member of a Jewish household, every attempt was made to switch to the Jewish
member of the household.
As it turned out, none of Jewish households that went on to complete the full survey required all
of the follow-up questions. In fact, 49 percent indicated they were Jewish in the first question
about religion and the remaining 51 percent said they considered themselves Jewish in any way
when asked directly. That means that none of the respondents were asked the questions about
being born or raised Jewish and, if the respondent was not Jewish, whether there was a Jewish
household member. There were five respondents that did qualify as Jewish households based
on the follow-up questions, but they all subsequently ―broke-off,‖ or refused to complete the
survey.
The Jewish Household Survey.
The Jewish household survey was only administered to Jewish households, as determined by
the interviewee’s responses in the screening portion. Following the screening, interviewees in
non-Jewish households were thanked for their time and the interview was terminated. For
Jewish households, the survey portion was administered immediately following the conclusion
of the screening, although, if necessary, respondents could request and schedule a call-back
time to complete the survey.
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Figure 95: Screener Questions
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Sampling Design
The survey employed three different types of sample, each with their own sampling method:
random-digit-dial (RDD) landline sample (n=620 completed interviews), listed cell phone sample
(n=100 completed interviews), and listed landline phone sample (n=100 completed interviews).
1) RDD Landline Sample: The representative landline sample employed an RDD procedure,
the gold standard in survey methodology, to obtain access to a representative sample of listed
and unlisted landline telephone numbers. The sample was ordered separately by the initial
regional definitions. The sample was pulled in replicates, a method for structuring sample that
allows for more a representative sample pull across a diverse population, initially using Type A,
a broader sample pull that accounts for the increasing size of sample exchanges. This method
is better at reaching a wider population area, but can lead to more disconnects and non-working
phone numbers. This type of replicate proved to be inefficient, so we switched to Type B, a
narrower sample pull that often results in a greater number of working phone numbers, after the
initial sample pull in order to better target productive telephone exchanges. Productivity of the
sample increased markedly. Due to the way California assigns telephone numbers and
exchanges, neither the switch from Type A to Type B nor the targeting of productive exchanges
should impact our ability to make accurate population estimates.
The RDD portion of the survey also employed an adaptive sampling procedure. We compiled
rough estimates of the Jewish population by county from a variety of sources, including previous
demographic studies of the East Bay Jewish population, and used these estimates to formulate
an initial target number of completes for each region and to pull the Type A sample. As we
began to collect data, we used the incoming data to re-calculate the incidence information and
formulate a more accurate number of completes. In all, we recalculated regional targets and
revised our incidence estimates four times during the fielding period to achieve the most
productive and efficient sampling plan possible.
Finally, we modified the sampling plan to slightly oversample regions with smaller Jewish
populations, in particular, Napa and Solano counties. Had we sampled these counties in a
purely representative way, we would have had too few interviews in these counties and been
unable to conduct a separate regional analysis. We oversampled these counties just enough to
obtain enough interviews to formulate population estimates in Napa and Solano without
impacting the overall representativeness of the sample as a whole. Following the survey, the
data were weighted so that the share of the Jewish population from each region reflected to the
expected, representative proportions of the Jewish population by each region and county. Thus
the final sampling plan sought to balance the need to obtain enough interviews in Napa and
Solano counties with our need to truly representative data for analysis.
The response rate for this portion of the sample was 2.4 percent overall (AAPOR response rate
4), meaning that 2.4 percent of numbers dialed completed the entire screening portion of the
survey. Approximately 6 percent of households reached using the RDD were Jewish
households, using the definition outlined above.
2) Listed Cell Phone Sample. Phone numbers for the cell phone sample were obtained from a
consumer list supplied by Info USA Corp, a reputable sample vendor. The total list contained
8,635 records for the greater East Bay region that had been deemed likely to be Jewish by the
vendor. This determination is made using consumer data, such as product purchases and
subscriptions, as well as membership lists, surname lists, and other sources. As a result, listed
cell phone sample tends to over-represent older Jews, more affiliated Jewish families, and those
with traditionally Jewish surnames. However, it provided the only feasible, cost-effective
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method for introducing cell phone sample into the methodology. Despite the known biases, we
had hoped that this sampling method would still help us reach younger Jews. Unfortunately,
respondents reached using the listed cell phone sample tended to be older than those reached
through the RDD landline sample.
The listed cell phone sample primarily was directed at the regions from which we would have a
very limited number of interviews if the regions were dialed proportionally. In other words, we
used the listed sample to increase the total number of completed interviews in the regions and
counties (Napa and Solano) that have a low incidence of Jewish households and would
otherwise have too few interviews for analysis.
The response rate for this portion of the sample was 2.2 percent overall, meaning 2.2 percent of
numbers dialed completed the entire screening portion of the survey. Approximately 29.3
percent of households reached using the listed cell phone sample were Jewish households
using the definition outlined previously.
3) Listed Landline Sample. The listed landline sample came from the same consumer list
vendor as the listed cell sample, Info USA Corp. The total list contained 3,832 records for the
greater East Bay region that had been deemed likely to be Jewish by the vendor. Similar to the
listed cell phone sample, the listed landline phone sample was directed primarily at the regions
with smaller Jewish populations.
The response rate for this portion of the sample was 3.7 percent overall, meaning 3.7 percent of
numbers dialed completed the entire screening portion of the survey. Approximately 40 percent
of households reached using the listed landline phone sample were Jewish households using
the definition outlined previously.

Dialing Procedures
Professional telephone interviewers conducted all the interviews using a CATI-based
interviewing system. The CATI programming was tested extensively to ensure accuracy before
interviewing began and monitored during fielding for quality control.
To achieve 820 completed interviews, we dialed a total of 502,014 individual phone numbers
and placed 347,838 calls. Working phone numbers (i.e. excluding businesses, disconnects,
etc) were dialed up to ten times. In between calls, phone numbers were shelved for at least
three hours in between attempts. That means that a single phone could not be attempted more
than twice in one evening.
Dialing took place between the hours of 5pm to 9pm in California on Monday through Thursday,
and 2pm to 9pm on Sundays. No dialing attempts were made on Friday evening or on
Saturdays.
The screener questions averaged approximately 2.6 minutes. The full completed Jewish
household survey averaged approximately 17.2 minutes.
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Figure 96: Final Disposition Broken Down by Sample
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Weighting and Imputation
The data were weighted in two steps. First, the total data (including both Jewish and nonJewish households) were weighted by gender, age, and region to reflect expected values
derived from Census data.23 The low weight coefficient was .776 and the high weight coefficient
was 378. The coefficient of variation of weight was .967, which means the design effect from
the weighting process was 1.97.24 By weighting the total data set that reflects the general
population to known values, we were able to get a more accurate estimate of the age
distribution of Jewish individuals. In other words, we used the weighted total data set to help us
set weighting parameters for the Jewish households in the data.

Region
It was necessary to weight region because we slightly oversampled regions with small Jewish
populations. Region weights were derived using the dialing information from the RDD portion of
the survey, which allowed us to calculate the incidence of Jewish households by region. These
incidence calculations were combined with Census data to obtain the expected proportion of the
Jewish population residing in each region. The data were then weighted to the correct regional
proportions.

Age
We determined the need to weight the age distribution after an extensive review of the survey
data, data from other Jewish surveys including the National Jewish Population Survey,25 and the
2003 San Francisco Community survey,26 and available Census data. Moreover, after
weighting the total data set (including Jewish and non-Jewish households) to known Census
targets, it was apparent that the unweighted age distribution among Jewish individuals skewed
too old.
This skew likely resulted from several factors that are inherent to all telephone survey research
and some factors that are specific to research among Jewish populations. A few of these
factors are listed below:


Older women are among the most likely to pick up the telephone. We try to mitigate this
effect by initially asking for the youngest male over the age of 18 in the household at the
time.



Cell phone penetration rates are considerably higher for younger people, and fewer and
fewer young people use a landline telephone. We added a listed cell phone sample to
try to address this concern. However, as mentioned previously, listed sample tends to
under-represent younger, more mobile, and lower income populations. In this case, the
listed cell sample did little to correct for the age imbalance. Employing a cell phone
sample that uses an RDD process to derive cell phone numbers would have been the
best way to reach more young people but proved to be prohibitively expensive, costing
nearly $300 per interview for this population.

23

2010 US Census Data. ―2010 Census Breakdowns for Napa County and Alameda County‖ Accessed June 1, 2011.
http://factfinder2.census.gov/main.html.
24
When we weight data, while we can reduce the biases due to sampling design and non-responses, the margin of
errors of the estimates will be larger. The MOE we are reporting factors in this increase in sampling error by larger
design effects.
25
―Jewish Population in the United States‖ 2010. The estimate comes from a 2006 Informant or Internet update of a
1986 scientific study.
26
―Jewish Community Study of San Francisco‖ 2003. Jewish Community Federation of San Francisco, the Peninsula,
Marin and Sonoma Counties
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In general, the Jewish population skews older. With a relatively low birthrate and
declining religiosity among younger Jews, the national Jewish population tends to be
older than the general population. However, the unweighted age distribution in this
survey appeared too old even when considering this fact.

Figure 97: National Census Age, National Jewish Age

National Age (2010 US
Census Data)

National Jewish Age (2000
Jewish Population
Survey)

20-29

19%

18%

30-39

18%

15%

40-49

20%

19%

50-59

18%

18%

60 and over

25%

29%

Ultimately we decided that it was necessary to weight the age distribution slightly to obtain the
most accurate population estimates and analysis possible. Weight targets were obtained after
weighting the total dataset (including Jewish and non-Jewish households) to Census data.
Using the Jewish households portion of this weighted data set, we were able to obtain targets
and weight the data.
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Figure 98: Age Comparison
National Jewish
Age (2000 Jewish
Population Survey)

East Bay Age
(2010 US
Census Data)

San
Francisco
Study27

GQR Survey: GQR Survey:
Unweighted
Weighted
Age28
Age

20-29

18%

18%

7%

2%

11%

30-39

15%

19%

19%

7%

14%

40-49

19%

20%

20%

16%

23%

50-59

18%

19%

37%

25%

22%

29%

23%

16%

46%

26%

60 and
over

During the course of the interviews, some people did not finish and broke off the interviews.
Because there is a correlation between the chance of someone breaking off and their
demographic characteristics, those who break off in the middle of the survey have distinct
characteristics. This will, in turn will have biasing effect on the Jewish incidence estimation. In
order to minimize and correct for potential biases from break offs and invalid responses such as
don’t know or no answer, we imputed missing values with statistical algorithm called multiple
imputation.
The literature in missing data suggests we create at least five imputed datasets and obtain
estimates by averaging estimates across imputed datasets. We created 10 imputed datasets
and then adjusted the margins of error as suggested by Little and Rubin (1987).29

27

―Jewish Community Study of San Francisco‖ 2003. Jewish Community Federation of San Francisco, the Peninsula,
Marin and Sonoma Counties -- San Francisco study uses age breaks 18-24,25-34,35-44,45-64 and 65+
28
GQR Survey includes ages 18-29
29
Wiley,―Little and Rubin, Statistical analysis with Missing Data‖ 1987.
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Figure 99: Breakoff Chart

Age and Gender
(n=12,174)

Location
(n=11,695)

Break off
(n=479)

Household Size
(n=10,943)

Break off
(n=306)

Break off
(n=752)

No/Don’t
Know/Refused
(n= 10,351)

No/Don’t
Know/Refused
(n= 9,867)

Is Religion
Jewish?
(n=10,637)

Is Ethnicity
Jewish?
(n=10,216)

Yes
(n= 286)
Yes
(n=349)

Other Member
in HH Jewish?
(n=9,794)

Break off
(n=63)

Break off
(n=63)

No/Don’t
Know/Refused
(n= 9,706)
Break off
(n=88)
Born or raised
Jewish?
(n=9,706)

Number of Jews in
household
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Sampling Error
The margin of the sampling error for the total survey of 820 Jewish households is +/- 3.2
percentage points. Within the RDD portion of the sample, the margin of error is +/- 8.2
percentage points.
The margins of error for the population estimates by region are as follows:

Figure 100: Margin of Error by Region

Oakland-Berkeley
Corridor
Hayward Area
Tri-valley Tri-cities
LAMORINDA
Central Contra Costa
680 Corridor
Western Contra Costa
Eastern Contra Costa
Solano County
Napa County
Total

Total
Jews

Standard
Error

Margin of
Error

64,220

5,353

9,955
23,720
5,013
22,207
6,379
11,376
10,672
12,076
11,197
176,816

3,164
3,888
1,827
3,427
2,458
1,803
2,752
2,837
4,573
10,425

95% Confidence
Interval
Lower

Upper

10,492

53,728

74,712

6,201
7,620
3,581
6,717
4,818
3,533
5,394
5,560
8,963
20,433

3,754
16,100
1,433
15,490
1,561
7,843
5,278
6,516
2,235
156,383

16,156
31,341
8,594
28,924
11,196
14,910
16,066
17,636
20,160
197,249

Please note that the margin of error estimates do not account for sources of error other than
sampling error, such as self-selection bias, attrition bias, or exclusion bias.
The overall margin of error estimates are the most conservative estimates of the margin of error
and apply when percentages are close to 50 percent. As percentages move closer to 0 or 100,
the margin of error shrinks. Please see the table below for guidance. Also remember that subpopulations will have a larger margin of error.
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Figure 101: Sampling Error by Percentage (at 95% Confidence Level)
Sample
Size
1,000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

Percentages Near
10
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.9
3.4
4.2
5.9

20
2.5
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.5
3.9
4.5
5.5
7.8

30
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.7
4.0
4.5
5.2
6.4
9.0

40
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.9
4.3
4.8
5.5
6.8
9.6

50
3.1
3.3
3.5
3.7
4.0
4.4
4.9
5.7
6.9
9.8

60
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.9
4.3
4.8
5.5
6.8
9.6

70
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.4
3.7
4.0
4.5
5.2
6.4
9.0

80
2.5
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.2
3.5
3.9
4.5
5.5
7.8

90
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.9
3.4
4.2
5.9
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Appendix
Appendix A: Comparison with Original Estimates of Jewish Incidence
The population estimates derived from the results of the demographic survey fall close to the
original estimates calculated ahead of the fielding of the survey. These original estimates are
based on existing data available and were used as a planning guide for expected incidence for
the demographic survey; they were not used for calculation of the population estimates above.

Figure 102: Pre-Survey Estimates of Jewish Individuals by County in the East Bay

Alameda County
Contra Costa County
Napa County
Solano County
Total

Total
Population30
1,457,095
1,015,571
132,173
406,461
3,011,300

Jewish
Population
60,00031
40,00032
2,64033
7,20034
109,840

% Jewish
Incidence
4.1%
3.9%
2.0%
1.8%
3.6%

30

These data were collected from the American Community Survey, 2005-2009
―Jewish Population in the United States‖ 2010. The estimate comes from a 2006 Informant or Internet update of a
1986 scientific study.
32
―Jewish Population in the United States‖ 2010. The estimate comes from a 2006 Informant or Internet update of a
1986 scientific study.
33
―Jewish Population in the United States‖ 2010. The estimate comes from Informant or Internet estimates between
1997 and 2001.
34
Chabad Lubavitch Headquarters. ―The Hidden Jews of Solano County‖ Accessed June 1, 2011.
http://lubavitch.com/news/article/2028505/The-Hidden-Jews-of-Solano-County.html.
The household number was extrapolated into an individual count using the average household size for Solano
County (CA) as provided by the American Community Survey, 2005-2009
31
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Appendix B: Demographic Study Frequency Questionnaire
Q.10 Just so we are sure everyone has an opportunity to participate in this survey, I need to ask
you, what is your religion?
Total
Protestant............................................................................ 5
Catholic ............................................................................... 6
Other Christian/Just Christian.............................................. 7
Jewish ................................................................................ 49
Other non-Christian religion ................................................ 3
None/No religion/Agnostic/Atheist ...................................... 23
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 8
(ref:RELIG1)
[420 Respondents]
Q.11 (SKIP IF JEWISH IN RELIG1) Some people in the Greater East Bay identify with an ethnic
or religious group. Do you consider yourself to be Jewish in any way?
Total
Yes.................................................................................... 100
No ........................................................................................(Don't know/refused) ............................................................(ref:JEWISH1)
Q.12 (ASK IF NOT JEWISH IN RELIG1 AND NO/DK IN JEWISH1) Does any other member of
your household consider him or herself to be Jewish in any way?
Total
Yes.......................................................................................No ........................................................................................(Don't know/refused) ............................................................(ref:HHJEWISH)
Q.13 (ASK IF NOT JEWISH IN RELIG1, NO/DK IN JEWISH1, AND NO/DK IN HHJEWISH)
Were you or any other person in your household BORN or RAISED Jewish?
Total
Yes, self ...............................................................................Yes, another household member .........................................Yes, both ..............................................................................No ........................................................................................(Don't know/refused) ............................................................(ref:BORNJEW)
[661 Respondents]
Q.14 (SKIP IF ONLY ―1‖ IN HHNUMBER AND '0' in KIDNUMBER) In total, how many people in
your household consider themselves to be Jewish or were born or raised Jewish, including
yourself if applicable?
Total
0 .......................................................................................... 7
1 ......................................................................................... 42
2 ......................................................................................... 23
3 ......................................................................................... 14
4 .......................................................................................... 9
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5…………………………………………………………………..4
6 .......................................................................................... 1
7 .......................................................................................... 0
8 .......................................................................................... 1
9 ...........................................................................................10 .........................................................................................(Don't know/refused) ............................................................Mean.................................................................................. 1.9
1-2...................................................................................... 65
3 or more........................................................................... 28
(Don't know/refused) ..........................................................(ref:NUMBJEW)
Q.16 How important is being Jewish to you personally - would you say it is very important,
somewhat important, not too important, or not at all important?
Total
Very important .................................................................... 41
Somewhat important .......................................................... 32
Not too important................................................................ 16
Not at all important .............................................................. 9
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 2
Total Important ................................................................. 72
Total Not Important .......................................................... 25
Important - Not ................................................................. 47
(ref:JEWIMPORT)
Q.17 To what extent do you feel that you are involved in the Jewish community?
Total
A lot.................................................................................... 15
Some ................................................................................. 18
Only a little ......................................................................... 29
Not at all ............................................................................. 37
(Don't know) ........................................................................ 1
(ref:COMMUNITY)
Q.18 How would you like to be involved with the Jewish community in the East Bay - more
involved, less involved, or the same level of involvement as now?
Total
Much more involved ............................................................ 6
A little more involved .......................................................... 15
Same as now/No change ................................................... 73
A little less involved ............................................................. 2
Much less involved .............................................................. 1
(I am not involved at all) ...................................................... 2
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 2
More Involved ................................................................... 21
Less Involved .................................................................... 3
More - Less Involved ........................................................ 18
(ref:COMMUNITY2A)
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Q.19 I am going to read you a list of things that some people do. For each one, please tell how
often you generally do it - always, usually, sometimes, or never?
Alwys Alwys Some
Usu Some
DK/
/Usu /Usuly times
Alwys ally times Never Ref
ally /Smtms /Nvr
19 Light candles on Friday night .................. 10
6
24
59
0
16
40
84
20 Stay at home from work or
school on the Jewish High Holidays ............. 24

8

17

49

2

32

49

66

21 Light Chanukah candles .......................... 42

11

22

25

0

53

75

46

22 Participate in a Passover Seder
at your home or elsewhere ........................... 40

9

29

22

0

49

78

50

23 Attend services on the High
Holidays ....................................................... 24

6

28

42

0

29

57

70

24 Have a Christmas tree during
the Christmas holiday season ...................... 29

7

18

46

0

36

54

64

4

17

68

1

15

32

85

25 Keep Kosher or Kosher-style .................. 11
(ref:CELEBRATE)

Q.26 Please tell me if you agree or disagree with the following statement.
I have a strong sense of belonging to the Jewish people
Do you agree or disagree with that statement?
Total
Strongly agree .................................................................... 45
Somewhat agree ................................................................ 21
Somewhat disagree ........................................................... 20
Strongly disagree ................................................................ 9
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 5
Total Agree ....................................................................... 66
Total Disagree .................................................................. 29
Agree - Disagree............................................................... 37
(ref:JUDAISM)
Q.27 Now I'm going to read you a list of things that some people think are important to being
Jewish. For each one, please tell me how important to being Jewish each one is to you
personally.
Not
Very/ Nt Too/ Impt
Very Smwt Too
Not
DK/ Smwt Not
Impt Impt Impt Impt
Ref
Impt Impt
Not
[419 Respondents]
27 (SPLIT A) Learning about
Jewish history and culture ............................ 58
30
5
7
1
88
11
77
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Not
Very Smwt
Impt Impt

Too
Impt

Not
Impt

Very/ Nt Too/ Impt
DK/ Smwt Not
Ref
Impt Impt

Not

[419 Respondents]
28 (SPLIT A) Support for the state
of Israel ........................................................ 40

31

9

18

2

71

27

45

[401 Respondents]
29 (SPLIT B) The Jewish value of
"Tikkun Olam" of making the world
a better place ............................................... 70

18

5

6

1

88

11

76

[401 Respondents]
30 (SPLIT B) The Jewish value of
Tzedakah, or good works and charity........... 55

27

5

9

4

82

14

68

[419 Respondents]
31 (SPLIT A) Jewish art, music,
film, and theater ........................................... 30

41

14

14

1

70

29

42

32 (SPLIT B) Traveling to Israel ................... 19

29

18

34

0

48

52

-4

[419 Respondents]
33 (SPLIT A) Having faith in God ................. 43

20

11

24

2

63

35

28

[401 Respondents]
34 (SPLIT B) Following Jewish law,
such as keeping Kosher or not
working on the Sabbath ................................ 6

17

24

53

1

22

77

-54

[419 Respondents]
35 (SPLIT A) Celebrating Jewish
holidays........................................................ 37

33

14

15

1

70

29

42

[401 Respondents]
36 (SPLIT B) Spending time with
other Jewish people ..................................... 20

42

19

18

1

62

37

25

[419 Respondents]
37 (SPLIT A) Making sure children
receive some sort of Jewish
education ..................................................... 39

35

13

12

1

74

25

49

[401 Respondents]
38 (SPLIT B) Helping others in need ............ 77

17

3

3

1

94

6

88
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Not
Very Smwt Too
Impt Impt Impt
[419 Respondents]
39 (SPLIT A) Making sure your
grandchildren are raised as Jews,
regardless of whether you have
grandchildren now or not.
[401 Respondents]
40 (SPLIT B) Marrying someone
who is Jewish, regardless of whether
you are married now or not.
(ref:IMPORTANT)

Very/
Not DK/ Smwt
Impt Ref Impt

Nt Too/ Impt
Not
Impt Not

24

25

19

28

5

49

47

2

13

20

18

47

2

34

65

-31

Q.41 Changing the subject slightly.... Are you currently paying membership dues to a
synagogue?
(IF NO) Since becoming an adult, have you ever paid membership dues to a synagogue?
Total
Yes, currently paying dues ................................................. 21
No, not currently paying dues, but did pay
membership dues in the past ............................................. 22
No, not currently paying dues and never
have paid dues ................................................................... 55
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 2
(ref:MEMBER)
Q.42 Which of the following best describes how often you attend synagogue?
Total
Every day or several times a week ...................................... 4
Once a week ....................................................................... 5
Once or twice a month ........................................................ 8
Several times a year .......................................................... 14
Hardly ever......................................................................... 33
Never ................................................................................. 34
(Only during the High Holidays, such as
Rosh Hashanah or Yom Kippur) .......................................... 1
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 1
(ref:ATTEND)
Q.43 Other than a synagogue, do you belong to or participate in any Jewish organizations?
Total
Yes..................................................................................... 23
No ...................................................................................... 76
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 1
Yes - No ............................................................................-53
(ref:BELONG)
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[264 Respondents]
Q.44 (IF YES IN MEMBER OR YES IN BELONG) During the past 12 months, have you served
in any type of leadership position of a synagogue, the Jewish Federation, or any other Jewish
organization, including volunteer work?
Total
Yes..................................................................................... 37
No ...................................................................................... 60
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 3
Yes - No ............................................................................-23
(ref:LEADER)
Q.45 For each of the following actions, please tell me how often you do each one - at least once
a week, once or twice a month, a couple times a year, hardly ever, or never?
At
Once Few Hard
Wkly/ Hrdl
Least Twice Times ly
DK/ Wkly/ Mnth/ Ever/
Wkly Month Year Ever Never Ref Mnth Yrly Never
45 Read news about Israel...................... 41
29
11
8
10
2
70
81
17
46 Read a Jewish publication,
magazine, or newspaper that you
subscribe to ............................................ 14

11

9

13

53

1

25

33

66

47 Volunteer your time for Jewish
organizations and charities ...................... 4

8

17

24

46

1

12

29

70

48 Attend a Chavurah, or informal
gathering for Jewish spiritual
needs or to share lifecycle events ............ 3

7

13

16

60

2

9

22

76

8

26

18

43

0

13

39

61

49 Attend Jewish-themed events
and activities or participate in
meetings and committees that are
sponsored by Jewish organizations
in the East Bay ......................................... 4
(ref:OFTEN)

Q.50 Now, just for statistical purposes, I would like to ask you a few questions about your
household and family. Are one or both of your parents Jewish? (IF YES) One parent or both
your parents?
Total
Yes, one parent .................................................................. 29
Yes, both parents ............................................................... 54
No ...................................................................................... 17
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 1
Total Yes ........................................................................... 83
Yes - No ............................................................................ 66
(ref:JEWPAREN)
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Q.51 Are you legally married, in a legally recognized relationship like a civil union or domestic
partnership, living with a partner, in a committed relationship but NOT living with your partner, or
are you single?
Total
Legally married .................................................................. 55
In a legally recognized relationship like a civil union
or domestic partnership ....................................................... 3
Living with a partner ............................................................ 7
In a committed relationship but NOT living with
your partner......................................................................... 3
Single ................................................................................. 26
(Separated/Divorced/Widowed) ........................................... 6
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 0
Married/Union ................................................................... 59
Unmarried ......................................................................... 41
(ref:MARITAL)
[537 Respondents]
Q.52 (IF LEGALLY MARRIED, DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP, OR LIVING WITH PARTNER IN
MARITAL) Does your spouse or partner consider themselves to be Jewish?
Total
Yes..................................................................................... 38
No ...................................................................................... 61
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 1
Yes - No ............................................................................-24
(ref:JEWSPOUSE)
[333 Respondents]
Q.53 (IF NO/DK/REF IN JEWSPOUSE AND LEGALLY MARRIED, DOMESTIC
PARTNERSHIP, OR LIVING WITH PARTNER IN MARITAL) What is your spouse or partner's
religion?
Total
Protestant........................................................................... 11
Catholic .............................................................................. 21
Other Christian/Just Christian............................................. 14
Jewish ................................................................................. 1
Other non-Christian religion ............................................... 11
None/No religion/Agnostic/Atheist ...................................... 36
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 7
(ref:SPOUSERELIG)
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[537 Respondents]
Q.54 (IF YES IN JEWSPOUSE AND LEGALLY MARRIED, DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP, OR
LIVING WITH PARTNER IN MARITAL) Does your spouse or partner participate in Jewish life?
(IF NO/DK IN JEWSPOUSE AND LEGALLY MARRIED, DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP, OR
LIVING WITH PARTNER IN MARITAL) Does your spouse or partner participate in Jewish life
with you?
Total
Always ............................................................................... 24
Sometimes ......................................................................... 33
Rarely ................................................................................ 16
Never ................................................................................. 26
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 1
(ref:SPOUSEPART)
Q.55 (IF SINGLE, PARTNER BUT NOT LIVING TOGETHER, SEPARATED, DIVORCED,
WIDOWED, OR DK/REF IN MARITAL) Do you have any children 18 years of age or OLDER
that you were legally responsible for?
(IF LEGALLY MARRIED, DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP, OR LIVING WITH PARTNER IN
MARITAL) Do you have any children 18 years of age or OLDER that you or your partner were
legally responsible for?
Total
Yes..................................................................................... 26
No ...................................................................................... 74
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 0
Yes - No ............................................................................-48
(ref:OLDERKIDS)
[212 Respondents]
Q.56 (IF YES IN OLDERKIDS ) Do any of these adult children 18 years of age or OLDER
currently live with you?
Total
Yes..................................................................................... 28
No ...................................................................................... 72
(Don't know/refused) ............................................................Yes - No ............................................................................-43
(ref:KIDSHOMEADULT)
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Q.57 (IF SINGLE, PARTNER BUT NOT LIVING TOGETHER, SEPARATED, DIVORCED,
WIDOWED, OR DK/REF IN MARITAL) Do you have any children YOUNGER than 18 years of
age that YOU are legally responsible for?
(IF LEGALLY MARRIED, DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIP, OR LIVING WITH PARTNER IN
MARITAL) Do you have any children YOUNGER than 18 years of age that YOU OR YOUR
PARTNER are legally responsible for?
(IF YES) How many children younger than 18 years of age are (YOU/YOU OR YOUR
PARTNER) legally responsible for?
Total
No, none ............................................................................ 69
Yes, 1................................................................................. 11
Yes, 2................................................................................. 14
Yes, 3.................................................................................. 4
Yes, 4.................................................................................. 1
Yes, 5.................................................................................. 1
Yes, more than 5 ................................................................. 0
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 0
Total Yes ........................................................................... 31
Yes - No ............................................................................-37
(ref:YOUNGKIDS)
[257 Respondents]
Q.58 (IF YES IN YOUNGKIDS) Just for statistical purposes, what are the ages of each of your
kids who are under the age of 18?
Total
0 to 5 .................................................................................. 41
6 to 10 ................................................................................ 49
11 to 15 .............................................................................. 38
16 to 18 .............................................................................. 18
(ref:KIDS AGE 2)
[257 Respondents]
Q.64 (IF YES IN YOUNGKIDS ) Do any of these children YOUNGER than 18 currently live with
you?
Total
Yes..................................................................................... 92
No ....................................................................................... 7
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 1
Yes - No ............................................................................ 85
(ref:KIDSHOMEYOUNG)
[257 Respondents]
Q.65 (IF YES IN YOUNGKIDS) Are you currently providing your children with a formal Jewish
education? (IF NO) How interested are you in providing your children with a Jewish education?
Total
(Already providing children with Jewish education) ............ 30
Very interested .................................................................... 9
Somewhat interested ......................................................... 13
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Not too interested ............................................................... 16
Not at all interested ............................................................ 32
(Don’t know/Refused) .......................................................... 1
(ref:FORMEDUC)
Q.66 Now, please tell me whether you agree or disagree with each of the following statements.
Strng Smwt Smwt
Agree Agree Dis

Strng
Dis

DK/ Total
Ref Agree

Total Agree/
Dis
Dis

[410 Respondents]
66 (SPLIT E) I feel comfortable
attending organized Jewish events,
committees, or events sponsored by
East Bay Jewish organizations

34

32

15

8

11

66

23

43

[410 Respondents]
67 (SPLIT F) The Jewish community
in the East Bay area is warm and
welcoming to Jews who are lesbian,
gay, bi-sexual, or transgender.

30

18

5

5

42

47

10

37

[410 Respondents]
68 (SPLIT F) I feel uncomfortable at
Jewish-themed events because I do
not know much about Jewish faith or
traditions.

8

15

25

48

5

22

73

-51

[410 Respondents]
69 (SPLIT E) Too many Jewish-themed
events in the East Bay turn out to be
boring or uninteresting to me.

10

13

31

14

32

23

45

-22

70 (IF MARRIED/PARTNER AND
PARTNER IS NOT JEWISH IN
SPOUSERELIG/JEWSPOUSE) I do
not feel comfortable bringing my
non-Jewish partner or spouse to
organized Jewish events.

9

9

22

50

10

18

72

-55

[410 Respondents]
71 (SPLIT E) The Jewish community
in the East Bay is generally
welcoming to non-Jewish partners
and spouses of Jews who are in
interfaith relationships

36

22

4

4

35

57

8

50

[410 Respondents]
72 (SPLIT F) Events and activities
sponsored by East Bay Jewish
organizations are too far away from the
places I live or work.

15

8

23

38

16

23

61

-38
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Strng Smwt Smwt Strng
Agree Agree Dis
Dis

DK/
Ref

Total Total Agree/
Agree Dis
Dis

73 (IF YES IN YOUNGKIDS OR YES
IN OLDERKIDS) Jewish organizations
in the East Bay do a good job of
providing opportunities to do Jewishthemed activities with my kids. .................... 28

25

9

4

35

52

13

39

74 I would prefer that East Bay Jewish
organizations provide activities that
connect me with other Jewish people,
but that are not Jewish-themed or
based around faith in any way. .................... 17

25

29

14

14

43

43

-1

75 Sometimes it just seems so
expensive to be part of the Jewish
community, with the cost of
synagogue memberships, summer
camp, and day school for the kids. .............. 24
22
17
10
27
46
27
(ref:PERCEPT)
[257 Respondents]
Q.76 (IF YES IN YOUNGKIDS) Have financial concerns ever prevented you from enrolling your
children in Day School, Sunday School, Hebrew School, a Jewish pre-school, a Jewish summer
camp, or another program that would provide your children with a formal Jewish education?
Total
Yes..................................................................................... 31
No ...................................................................................... 63
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 6
Yes - No ............................................................................-32
(ref:AFFORD)
Q.77 Where do you typically prefer to attend Jewish events, committees, or meetings: in the
East Bay, in San Francisco, or do you usually attend events you are interested in regardless of
the geographical area?
Total
Prefer East Bay area .......................................................... 41
Prefer San Francisco .......................................................... 5
Attend regardless of geographical area .............................. 32
(Do not want to attend Jewish events anywhere) ............... 12
(Don't know/refused) .......................................................... 10
(ref:GEOPREF)
Q.78 Thinking more generally about events and programs sponsored by Jewish organizations in
the East Bay, does it ever make you uncomfortable to attend events in a synagogue, Jewish
Community Center, or in another Jewish space?
Total
Yes..................................................................................... 10
No ...................................................................................... 84
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 6
Yes - No ............................................................................-74
(ref:OUTSIDESYN)
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20

Q.79 In general, what is your experience when trying to find information about events and
programs sponsored by East Bay Jewish organizations - is that information very easy,
somewhat easy, somewhat difficult, or very difficult to find?
Total
Very easy ........................................................................... 32
Somewhat easy.................................................................. 34
Somewhat difficult ............................................................... 9
Very difficult ........................................................................ 3
(Don't know/refused) .......................................................... 22
Total Easy ......................................................................... 67
Total Difficult .................................................................... 11
(ref:INFORMATION)
Q.80 Now we just have a few questions for statistical purposes. What was the highest degree
received or last year of school completed by you?
Total
Less than a high school diploma ..................................................... 0
High school diploma ........................................................................ 8
Technical, trade, or vocational school ............................................. 3
Associate or 2-year degree ............................................................ 11
Bachelors, B.A., B.S. or 4-year degree........................................... 33
Registered Nurse, or R.N. ............................................................... 1
Attended graduate school with no degree received ......................... 5
Masters, M.A., M.S., M.B.A., M.S.W., M.L.S., or
other masters degree ..................................................................... 24
Ph.D or Doctorate ........................................................................... 8
D.D.S. or Doctor of Dental Surgery ................................................. 0
M.D. or Doctor of Medicine .............................................................. 2
Law degree, or J.D. ......................................................................... 2
Other professional degree ............................................................... 1
(None) ............................................................................................. 0
(Don't know/refused) ....................................................................... 2
Non College grad ......................................................................... 22
College Grad................................................................................. 75
(ref:EDUC)
Q.81 Are you currently employed, or are you temporarily out of work, or are you not in the
market for work at all? [IF CURRENTLY EMPLOYED FOLLOW UP] Are you currently employed
full time or part-time? [IF NOT IN MARKET FOR WORK, FOLLOW UP] Are you currently
retired, a student, a homemaker, or none of these?
Total
Currently Employed: Employed full time ............................ 47
Currently Employed: Employed part time ........................... 9
Temporarily out of work or unemployed ............................. 12
Not in the market for work: Retired .................................... 17
Not in the market for work: Student .................................... 3
Not in the market for work: Homemaker ............................. 5
(Other/None of these) ......................................................... 4
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 2
(ref:EMPLOY)
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Q.82 How long have you lived in the Bay Area?
Total
Less than 1 year.................................................................. 3
1 to 4 years ......................................................................... 6
5 to 9 years ........................................................................ 10
10 to 20 years .................................................................... 20
More than 20 years ............................................................ 48
(All my life / Was born here) ............................................... 11
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 1
(ref:BAYAREA)
Q.83 Approximately how long have you lived in your current residence?
Total
0-5...................................................................................... 38
6-10.................................................................................... 21
11-15.................................................................................. 11
16-20.................................................................................. 11
21 years or more ................................................................ 18
(Don't know/refused)
2
Mean................................................................................. 11.8
(ref:RESIDENCE)
Q.84 Where do you expect to be living in THREE years - your same residence or in the same
neighborhood, a different neighborhood in the same city, another city in the Bay Area, outside
the Bay Area but still in California, in another state, or in another country?
Total
Your same residence or in the same
neighborhood ..................................................................... 71
A different neighborhood in the same city............................ 6
Another city in the Bay Area ................................................ 7
Outside the Bay Area but still in California........................... 3
In another state ................................................................... 4
In another country ............................................................... 4
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 6
(ref:LIVE3YEARS)
Q.85 Do you have a child with special-needs, an adult with disabilities, an elderly relative, or
anyone else with a health condition living in the area who depends on you in any way for their
care?
Total
Child with special-needs...................................................... 3
Adult with disabilities ........................................................... 5
Elderly relative .................................................................... 6
Other ................................................................................... 1
None .................................................................................. 83
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 2
(ref:SPECIAL)
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Q.86 Referring to Jewish religious denominations, do you consider yourself to be Reform,
Conservative, Orthodox, Reconstructionist, or something else? (READ ONLY IF NECESSARY)
I don't mean what synagogue you belong to, but the Jewish religious denomination you consider
yourself.
Total
Reform ............................................................................... 33
Conservative ...................................................................... 15
Reconstructionist................................................................. 4
Orthodox ............................................................................. 3
(Other) ............................................................................... 14
(Nothing) ............................................................................. 5
(Non-practicing Jew/Secular) .............................................. 4
(A cultural Jew or just Jewish) ............................................. 3
(Atheist) .............................................................................. 2
(Christian/Catholic).............................................................. 2
(Jewish Renewal) ................................................................ 2
(Other – Jewish) .................................................................. 2
(Agnostic) ............................................................................ 1
(In between sects) ............................................................... 1
(Don't know/refused) .......................................................... 11
(ref:JEWISH SECT - COMBINED)
Q.87 During the last five years, please tell me if you have contributed money to any organization
or group dedicated to the following issues. Please tell me yes or no for each one.
DK/
Ref Yes-No
3
-40

Yes
87 Israel or issues facing Israel ............................................ 28

No
69

88 Non-Jewish causes or charities ....................................... 80

18

2

62

89 General support for Jewish organizations’
programs and infrastructure ................................................. 35

62

3

-27

75

4

-54

90 The Jewish Federation .................................................... 21
(ref:CONTRIBISR)

Q.91 Just for statistical purposes, have you ever made a donation to the Jewish Federation of
the East Bay? (IF THEY REFUSE OR HESITATE, PROMPT) We will not ask you for a donation
or try to sell you anything. Your response cannot, in any way, be identified with your name or
contact information. We are just asking the question for statistical purposes.
Total
Yes..................................................................................... 20
No ...................................................................................... 74
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 6
Yes - No ............................................................................-55
(ref:DONATEGEB)
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Q.92 Which of the following orientations do you most identify with: lesbian, gay, bi-sexual,
transgender, queer, heterosexual, "straight", other, or do you prefer not to say?
(IF UNCOMFORTABLE) Please remember that your responses are completely anonymous and
confidential. This question is just for statistical purposes.
Total
Gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer,
or other ............................................................................... 9
Heterosexual or "straight" ................................................... 78
Prefer not to say ................................................................. 14
(ref:IDGAY)
Q.93 What is your race?
Total
White.................................................................................. 76
African American or Black ................................................... 4
Hispanic or Latino ............................................................... 1
Asian or Pacific Islander ...................................................... 1
Arabic...................................................................................Native American .................................................................. 1
(Jewish) .............................................................................. 6
(Other) ................................................................................ 6
(Don't know/refused) ........................................................... 5
(ref:RACE)
Q.94 Last year, that is in 2010, what was your total family income from all sources before taxes?
Total
Less than $25,000............................................................... 9
$25,000 to under $50,000 .................................................. 12
$50,000 to under $75,000 .................................................. 10
$75,000 to under $100,000 ................................................ 11
$100,000 to under $150,000 .............................................. 12
$150,000 to under $300,000 .............................................. 16
$300,000 or more ................................................................ 4
(Don't know) ........................................................................ 6
(Refused) ........................................................................... 20
(ref:INCOME2)
Q.3 In what year were you born?
Total
18-24................................................................................... 6
25-29................................................................................... 4
30-34................................................................................... 6
35-39................................................................................... 7
40-44.................................................................................. 12
45-49.................................................................................. 11
50-54................................................................................... 9
55-59.................................................................................. 14
60-64.................................................................................. 12
Over 64 .............................................................................. 14
(No answer) ........................................................................ 5
(ref:AGE)
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Q.7 This is a scientific survey. How many people AGES 18 AND ABOVE live in your
household, including yourself if applicable?
Total
1 ......................................................................................... 23
2 ......................................................................................... 60
3 ......................................................................................... 10
4 .......................................................................................... 4
5 .......................................................................................... 1
6 .......................................................................................... 1
7…………………………………………………………………….8 .......................................................................................... 1
9 ...........................................................................................10 ........................................................................................ 0
(Don't know/refused) ............................................................Mean.................................................................................. 2.2
1 ......................................................................................... 23
2-4...................................................................................... 74
5 or more............................................................................ 2
(Don't know/refused) ..........................................................(ref:HHNUMBER)
Q.8 How many people UNDER the age of 18 live in your household, including yourself?
Total
0 ......................................................................................... 65
1 ......................................................................................... 13
2 ......................................................................................... 16
3 .......................................................................................... 5
4 .......................................................................................... 1
5 .......................................................................................... 0
6 ...........................................................................................7 ...........................................................................................8 ...........................................................................................9 ...........................................................................................10 .........................................................................................(Don't know/refused) ............................................................Mean.................................................................................. 0.7
0 ......................................................................................... 65
1 ......................................................................................... 13
2-4...................................................................................... 21
5 or more............................................................................ 0
(Don't know/refused) ..........................................................(ref:KIDNUMBER)
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Q.9 How many landlines do you have in your household? By ―landlines,‖ I mean separate
landline telephone phone numbers – not the number of phones. How many landlines do you
have?
Total
0 .......................................................................................... 2
1 ......................................................................................... 78
2 ......................................................................................... 15
3 .......................................................................................... 4
4 .......................................................................................... 0
5 ...........................................................................................6 .......................................................................................... 0
7 ...........................................................................................8 .......................................................................................... 0
9 ...........................................................................................10 ........................................................................................ 0
(Don't know/refused) ............................................................Mean…………………………………………………………….1.3
0 .......................................................................................... 2
1 ......................................................................................... 78
2 or more........................................................................... 20
(Don't know/refused) ..........................................................(ref:HHLANDLINE)
Q.2 Respondent's gender
Total
Male ................................................................................... 49
Female ............................................................................... 51
(ref:GENDER)
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